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issues to you then, issues that may also be

affecting others in this state?

Michelle Lujan Grisham: You’re right, family is
very important. As New Mexicans, we are very
proud of this state and of our family’s
connections. I am a caregiver for my mother; I’ve
got two grandchildren. And I get asked or told
this in every single community I visit, every single
day I campaign: “Please tell me my children can
stay here. Tell me my grandchildren can stay
here.” So we are going to invest in the sorts of
things that bolster the economy but we are also
going to pay attention to those issues that are
family-oriented … otherwise, we end up losing
our talent pool. We’re a small state, we have to
have that talent pool. I think about my own
family: my own daughter, an engineer, she left the
state. It took her two years to get back and find a
meaningful career here. Many of the New
Mexicans I talk to are worried about that.
[Hearing those family stories] gives me the
opportunity to talk about my economic ideas.
That strengthens our families, that beautiful segue
where we can talk about leadership, policies and
plans and relate it to people who are worried
about their families. 

Since these family issues seem to boil down

to economic issues, I am wondering what are

your plans for addressing such problems?

Sure, let’s talk about the economic components,
but first let’s make sure that people have integrity,
that there’s justice, that there’s compassion.
Because if we think about the economy just for
the sake of the economy and don’t actually lift
people up at the same time … you’ve got a
disconnect in your work. … You could use the
[New Mexico] procurement code in a way that
really shores up small business investment. We’re
not investing the interest from the permanent
fund in a way that bolsters the economy. We are

not starting with
renewable energy. All
of that begins to shift
how we structure our
economic
investments. Now,
here’s the
compassionate
component: Lift
people out of poverty
with a working
families tax credit. Do
more to insure that
folks have meaningful
access to healthcare
and childcare. We
want to get rid of the
thing called the cliff
effect, which means
that if you get a $200
raise and you are on
public assistance, for
say, housing or
childcare, you stand
to lose $600 in

benefits. So we crack this cycle that you
[otherwise] can’t get out of by investing in the
resiliency of New Mexicans and by building our
own healthcare system. We’re going to start by
leveraging Medicaid, making sure that we have
Medicaid buy-in because too many folks cannot
afford insurance products on the exchange or the
networks are too narrow. These are the kinds of
things that create economic sustainability and
take care of New Mexicans at the same time. 

We took a look at the Medicaid buy-in

moving through the local level a couple of

weeks ago, so it’s good to know that

progressive proposal is on track. I was also

interested to read that you favor re-

implementing the methane rule, another

issue Weekly Alibi looked at recently. Tell our

readers a bit about that, please.

The methane rule, first of all, is a job creator. It
will create hundreds of jobs for New Mexicans.
That’s exactly what we want. And it addresses the
fact that we are serious about climate change,
about greenhouse gas emissions. Methane [from
natural gas production] is one of the very worst
[polluters]. We are going to make money for the
fossil fuel industry and we are going to protect
New Mexicans from climate change. We are
going to protect the environment and people in
the affected communities. Colorado has
demonstrated unequivocally that you can do this:
You can bring the oil and gas industry together
with the environmental community. We can put
that practice together, have people work together.
That’s the kind of leadership New Mexico
deserves. 

ow do you feel about a contention about oil

and gas revenue that the N.M. Legislative

Finance Committee made in a report earlier

NEWS | INTERVIEW

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
n awareness of the political trajectory this
republic has taken since November 2016, we
here at Weekly Alibi have given up on the cruel

pretense that certain members of the Republican
party, their platform or their vision for America
may be salvageable. They are not.

We don’t believe in giving quarter to a
political organization that has caged children,
continued to utter insults at women, excuses itself
from complicity in the violence of its most
dedicated followers and generally mocks
American values while waving a nationalist flag.

What’s the purpose of pretending that such
un-American behavior is acceptable? The
Republicans are complicit in Trump’s dark
triumph. They’ve allowed Trump to take on faux-
heroic, authoritarian proportions, directly lashing
themselves to the man or otherwise turning their
eyes and ears away while he and his cronies
dangerously deconstruct the republic.

The GOP must be voted from office—must be
rendered ineffectual, impotent and
unmemorable—so that our nation can progress.
That progress begins with a national Congress
and a state leadership enabled to check the
president’s misadventures and the ruling party’s
freedom to operate in such despotic chaos.

Committing to this dutiful process means
embracing the Democratic party for this election
and the next one in 2020, too.

For those in such a position, think about it
this way: Rarely, citizens come into possession of
the tools necessary to drive out the parties that
either surely signify or at best abet darkness. This
is one of those times. Vote them out, vote
Democrat.

That is not to say that the bright-eyed,
brilliant, blue-wave forming Donkeys will get a
pass from this newspaper. Far from it, we’ve been
openly critical of their group and individual
politics before and will do so again. But right now,
compadres, they are the best hope we have.

This year, the group representing the
Democratic Party in New Mexico is an
exceptional collection of humans. At the nexus
of this community of tuned-in, radiant public
servants, policy makers and political personages is
the candidate for governor, Michelle Lujan
Grisham.

Recently, Weekly Alibi chatted with the
Democratic candidate for the state’s top spot.
With less than a week to go before the election
happens, Grisham is confident and enthused.
She’s up in the polls and ready to rock.

Weekly Alibi: Because of your deep

connection to New Mexico, I understand that

you might have had experiences or feelings

that are particular to citizens of the Land of

Enchantment. What are the most important

this year? They said that relying on income

from such a volatile industry should be

approached with great caution. How do you

feel about that?

They’re right. And this is what has hurt the state.
In a boom cycle, such as the one we are currently
experiencing, folks who do not really have a
vision—who aren’t really thinking about our
future—are sitting on their laurels saying “we
don’t have to do anything.” And if you do
anything to this booming industry, it’s a signal to
oil and gas that you are going to tell them to stop
producing. My opponent says that about my plans
all the time. But no, responsibly working in this
state and giving back the tools we need to create
a sustainable economic future are things everyone
should want. That’s why I am talking about
transforming New Mexico. We can’t waste any
more time. We have to think about climate
change. We’ve got a decade; New Mexico has the
worst methane hotspots in the nation. We have
to lead in these areas. We can do that
productively. We’ve been meeting with experts in
the oil and gas industry, being clear about our
objectives about what’s right for New Mexico.

How does what is happening with regards to

Trump and immigration affect New

Mexicans? How are you going to work on

ameliorating that ill effect?

I’m the chair of the Congressional Hispanic
Caucus; it’s been an incredible amount of work
given this administration. His is an
administration that is promoting fear and racism
and he isn’t taking any of the responsibility for
making the kinds of changes and investments
that would redirect the migration of people that
are fleeing [their own countries]. New Mexicans
get that. We’re insulted for the most part by the
notion that a wall is the way to go. We reject
that. But New Mexicans also know there’s a
downside to immigration. I want to be clear that
we want a secure border; we want to do
everything we can to take out nefarious
characters engaged in crossing the border. As a
border state we need to stand up against family
separations; we are still appalled by those sorts of
actions. We want security but not the hateful
fear-mongering.

Is the legalization of recreational cannabis a

realistic goal for New Mexico?

The Legislature has been working tirelessly on
that issue. I’ve signaled to the Legislature that if
they bring me a recreational cannabis law that
deals with the unintended consequences [like]
workplace intoxication, driving intoxication
issues and the whole public safety gamut:
prevention, highly regulated edibles—and here’s
one of the leading issues, the law must protect
medical cannabis, we don’t want patients to be
priced out of the market, … if I get a bill that
addresses those issues … then I’m a likely
signatory on a recreational cannabis bill. But I
want us to be smart about it.a
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You Go, Grrl!
Michelle Lujan Grisham gets ready to rock

The candidate meets with citizens COREY YAZZIE
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Watchful Eyes
Body cams at forefront of sheriff’s

race

While the post of sheriff carries with it a great
amount of responsibility and power, many voters
still fail to give it the proper attention. A sheriff
will run the county’s jails and set its arrest
policies, which in turn will influence state law
enforcement policy.

Bernalillo County’s current sheriff, Democrat
Manuel Gonzales III, represents the most
populated county in New Mexico, giving his
office an especially weighty influence on state
policies. He is up for reelection this year,
challenged by retired Albuquerque police officer
Lou Golson.

Both candidates have had long careers in law
enforcement. Since 1989 Gonzales has served in
all divisions, commands and shifts within the
Bernalillo County Sheriff’s Department.
According to his campaign website, he
aggressively worked his way through the
department and was unanimously appointed
sheriff in 2009 by the Bernalillo County
Commission following his predecessor’s
resignation. He failed to win the next year’s
election, but won when he ran again in 2014. 

Republican Golson’s career began in 1977 as
a civilian with the US Air Force Security Police.
In 1979 he went on active duty and was
assigned to Kirtland AFB as a Law Enforcement
Specialist. When he ended his tour of duty, he
stayed in New Mexico and joined the
Albuquerque Police Department. During a traffic
stop in 2015, he was shot four times. After two
surgeries and five months of recovery, he
returned to work at the Albuquerque Police
Academy. He continued to serve until 2016,
when doctors told him he would be unable to
return to active uniformed duty, and he resigned.

The two candidates met at a public forum in
September to discuss their stances, but
Gonzales refused to meet with Golson last

NEWS CITY BY JOSHUA LEE

Newscity  continues on page 8 

Martin Heinrich for US Senate
Senator clearly represents our state’s future

BY CAROLYN CARLSON

I
t is an interesting contested race for US
Senate between Incumbent Democrat
Martin Heinrich, political newcomer

Republican Mick Rich and former Republican
governor and presidential candidate now
Libertarian Gary Johnson. But the choice is
more than clear who should continue to
represent our eclectic, culturally layered state
in the big room on Capitol Hill.

Who’s That?
Incumbent US Senator Martin Heinrich is the
candidate for us, for Albuquerque and New
Mexico. Weekly Alibi endorses this candidate
and reminds you not to take his reelection for
granted. In other words, do vote.

Heinrich got his political start when he
served one term as an Albuquerque City
Councilor, an effort this paper fully supported.
He then bounced from the municipal table to
Capitol Hill to serve two terms in the US
House of Representatives. In 2012, he was
elected as our junior US Senator to fill the
political boots left by longtime US Senator Jeff
Bingaman. He served alongside senior US
Senator Tom Udall.

Heinrich has a degree in mechanical
engineering from the University of Missouri.
He is married to his college girlfriend Julie
Hicks and they have two sons. When first
coming to New Mexico, he worked on
directed energy stuff at the then Phillips
Laboratory at Kirtland Air Force Base. He did
a stint at AmeriCorps and as executive
director of Cottonwood Gulch Foundation, a
nonprofit focused on youth and the
environment. Former Governor Bill
Richardson appointed Heinrich as the state’s
Natural Resources Trustee where he worked to
restore the state’s land and water resources.

Why Heinrich?
The short answer is he is the best candidate:
The Republican candidate is nearly invisible,

the Libertarian customarily intoxicated with
by-the-bootstraps capitalism.

The better answer is that Heinrich has
grown into his job as a statesman representing
not only Albuquerque, but the entire state. To
lose that respected experience at this most
critical time in our country’s history would not
only be a blow to all New Mexicans, but the
United States as well. 

Heinrich has earned his way on Capitol
Hill to sit on several powerful Senate
committees such as the Energy and Natural
Resources, Armed Services, Intelligence and
Joint Economic committees. He has leveled
some hard-hitting questions during several
Senate hearings related to the crazy Trump
administration’s shenanigans. 

Heinrich is also a pretty regular kind of
person, at ease with constituents and leaders
alike, whether at the state fair or in session at
the US Capitol building.

He was born in Nevada, raised and
educated in Missouri before settling in New
Mexico. Heinrich’s dad was an immigrant who
came to the US from Nazi Germany as a
young boy in the ’30s. His dad served in the
Navy then became a utility lineman. His mom
was a seamstress who also worked in an
automobile factory. Neither got a college
education but that did not stop them from
instilling educational values.

He has worked in the trenches as a fellow
with AmeriCorps, educating youth in natural
sciences and environmental issues at
Cottonwood Gulch Foundation and learned to
play politics at the local City Council table.

Progressive, community-
minded
Heinrich has been solid on his stance for a fair
path to immigration reform versus stupid,
fearful wall building. He has worked hard to
protect our young student DACA dreamers by
opposing the Trump administration attempts
to end the program. He supports deporting
criminals not splitting up families seeking

asylum or entry into the United States. “I have
stood with New Mexicans to oppose Trump’s
border wall and inhumane immigration
policies,” he told Weekly Alibi.

Guns are another issue where Heinrich
rises to the top. He is an outdoorsman who
owns guns but supports universal background
checks and supports a military style assault
weapons ban. 

On the touchy issue of abortion, he minds
his own business and has said he thinks
healthcare decisions should be left to women
and their doctors. He supports a universal
healthcare system saying, “I have helped stop
Republican attempts to dismantle the
Affordable Care Act and take away healthcare
coverage from thousands of New Mexicans.”

Heinrich is big on the environment and
agrees with climate scientists that if we fail to
act on climate change it will be catastrophic.
He has backed his words up with action by
supporting renewable energy use and funded
climate change research. “We need to act on
climate change. Rather than running from the
data, we need to confront the challenge head
on. I am proud to have negotiated a bipartisan
agreement in the Senate that extended
renewable energy tax incentives that are
driving billions in investment and creating
thousands of jobs in New Mexico’s growing
clean energy industry—while reducing carbon
emissions and mitigating climate impacts,”
Heinrich said in a recent interview.

As far as cannabis is concerned, Heinrich
has held his cards pretty close to his chest, but
we at this newspaper hope his view on the
matter is an evolving one. Earlier this year—
on April 20 or 4/20 which is the national
unofficial marijuana holiday—he tweeted out
that it was time to legalize cannabis. Then
midsummer he unceremoniously cosigned on
to the Marijuana Freedom and Opportunity
Act which would remove the drug from the
federal government’s list of Schedule 1
narcotics.  a

PHOTO COURTESY OF VANESSA VALDIVIAA   t the New Mexico State Fair with Martin Heinrich
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God Bless You, Mr. Gary
Johnson’s bid for Senate is impenetrable

BY AUGUST MARCH

O
K, it’s true enough. I secretly met with
Gary Johnson at Java Joe’s, even after
informing my colleagues that my opinion

regarding Johnson’s Senate hopes should
amount to radio silence; we were too busy
electing progressive Dems to consider
dwelling on what pre-crash entrepreneurial
capitalism might look like if it had boomed
and not busted in 2008. 

Ahem. After a well-placed early evening

telephone call from one of Governor

Johnson’s staff—I happened to be at the Rio

Grande Zoo, admiring the crocodile

enclosure—I assented to a meeting the next

morning, to talk things over. But I was clear,

too, and reminded the fellow on the other

side that we had already endorsed Martin

Heinrich and were apt to propose in our

election issue that a straight Democratic

ticket was the way to go at the polls in 2018. I

felt just like Johnny Sack waiting to hear from

New York whilst gearing up for a retreat from

that declamation.

But instead of wandering away from the

wire, Johnson’s assistant said, yes, he would be

at the coffee joint at 11:15, waiting to talk

with me. Now that’s curious, ain’t it, thought I

as a million questions raced through my mind.

This very page has spoken out against

Libertarianism—a tired-as-communism

political ideology that generally abandons the

concept of community in favor of self-

interest—on at least two occasions. Further,

this time around the newspaper has decided to

wear its electoral heart upon its community

sleeve. We truly believe the best way forward

is to vote the bums out with Democratic

candidates from top to bottom.

Yet Johnson’s agents persisted and I agreed

on the premise of curiosity. The next day, after

spending some gloriously authentic New

Mexican time hanging with the Michelle

Lujan Grisham campaign at the Barelas Coffee

House, I walked over to Java Joe’s at the

appointed time and there he was: Two-time

governor, former construction magnate,

conqueror of Everest, Gary Johnson.

We talked for about 20 minutes. A lot of it

was contentious. Gary got ornery, emotional

and cussed and I took that to mean he was at

least passingly aware of tactics with similar

emotional content and complexity taken on

and legitimized by the very Washingtonians

citizens were working to dethrone, namely

privileged dudes Kavanaugh and Trump.

That sense of enlightened white outrage—

false or not—must surely and soon reach peak

output power. It’s a tired trope that doesn’t

play well in times of privation and fear.

Toward the end of the talk, Johnson sounded

the alarm, telling this reporter that, very soon

and for realz, this country would face a

monetary and food crisis to rival those that

have happened in the Soviet Union and

Venezuela.

He told me twice, quite pointedly,

emphatically, “Young people are fucked.”

Apparently millennials are going to inherit

nothing but pure shit from the baby

boomers—lest a budget correction that

includes radical reimaginings of programs like

Medicaid, Medicare and Social Security takes

place, like, now. 

And when we tried to talk about the

second amendment, well just forget about it.

He tried to snare me semantically by arguing

about the difference between semiautomatic

and automatic weapons, a treatment I saw as

paternal at the best and patronizing at the

worst. “He’s just angry and defensive again,” I

said under my breath as I uncomfortably tried

to shift the subject to something the candidate

might be happy to talk about.

But Johnson’s tone at the meeting was one

of angst and displeasure. At the beginning of

the interview, I asked the candidate with

whom would he caucus if elected. He did not

know yet, he told me in an exacerbated tone

suggesting a shift away from friendly banter

and towards a planned but unpleasantly

articulate debriefing. Midway through the

interview, he seemed to grow irritated with my

questions, and seemed to be chiding me when

he abruptly stated that he did not have all the

answers. Either that or he thought I really was

imploring him to step up and solve this

planet’s deepest problems.

At that moment he seemed grand but

world-weary, an important state leader, an

elder statesman even, sharp-minded and

observant like many in the entrepreneurial

class—you can thank Gary Johnson for

beginning the discussion which led to the

legalization of medical cannabis in this state—

whose time is just not now.

I admit, I played it as very aloof. This

wasn’t the same August March that shared

lemonade with Senator Heinrich when the

State Fair was in town. But I was still clear and

my perceptions were clear then and now.

Johnson’s view of governance is opaque to the

point of almost being occult. Here the cult is

capitalism and the misguided notion is that

only the good will rise up. It’s this sort of

nonsensical, colonialist thinking that has

helped propel our nation to the brink. Like

Trumpism, it has no place in Washington. a

March and Johnson chat

Newscity continued from page 7

month for an hour-long debate. Gonzales
reportedly accused his opponent of stealing his
platforms. “Whatever I say he tries to make his
own,” he told reporters. He also said he didn’t
“see the benefit” in debating. Golson pointed out
that his stances have been publicly posted on his
campaign website since he announced his bid for
sheriff earlier this year.

While both candidates do appear to share
similar views on a number of issues facing the
county—including the need to better coordinate
with local, state and federal authorities,
facilitate government transparency and increase
community involvement in battling crime—one
place where they differ significantly is their
opinion of the use of body cams.

Golson says he wants to implement a rule
requiring all deputies to wear a body camera
while on duty. On his campaign website, he says
the practice is the “national standard,” and calls
for full police transparency. In an interview with
the Albuquerque Journal, he said the use of both
lapel cams and police cruiser dashboard cams
would gather the “most and best information.”

Gonzales has been opposed to the idea of
using body cams for some time. Last year he was
criticized by the American Civil Liberties Union
and the New Mexico Foundation of Open
Government because he said body cam footage
“gives a one-sided, lop-sided story” and could be
used by the media to depict the department
unfavorably. He would rather see the
implementation of dash cams alone.

Golson has said that under Gonzales’ watch,
BCSO employees have been allowed to become
reckless and need to be more closely scrutinized.
He has voiced concerns over the current sheriff’s
use-of-force policy, saying it allows for deputies
to use violence unnecessarily.

During Gonzales’ term as sheriff, a new car
chase policy was introduced that allowed
deputies to chase a fleeing misdemeanor
suspect if they appear to be driving under the
influence of alcohol or drugs, or if they are
endangering other drivers with “flagrantly
reckless” driving. An earlier policy only allowed
officers to pursue those suspected of a violent
felony. The year the new policy was introduced,
the number of police car chases in Bernalillo
rose to 74, compared with only 11 pursuits the
year before. 

And nine deputy-involved shootings occurred
within the last five months of 2017 under the
current sheriff, leading the activist group APD
and BCSO in Crisis to speak against his
reelection last November. At the time, the
American Civil Liberties Union again suggested
the department use lapel cameras. Gonzales
once more denounced their use.

Gonzales has blamed the rise in car chases
and police shootings on a coinciding rise in crime
rates and says that he is already “providing high
level transparency and accountability.” He wants
to increase police presence in the community
instead of spending funds on the implementation
of body cams. “The future of [body-worn camera
technology] appears to be ambiguous and
costly,” he told reporters.

Golson says he’ll see the cameras are
implemented immediately if he is elected. “It
shows you’re not afraid to put anything out
there—good, bad or indifferent,” he told
reporters. But he says the cameras are only one
example of how the department’s policies are
outdated and in need of an overhaul.

But Gonzales believes that his constituents
are happy with his job so far. “The public knows
exactly where I stand. I’ve been here three and a
half years, and they come up to me every day in
the public and support me,” he told reporters. “I
have no doubts that I’ll be reelected. I feel very
confident we’re doing an outstanding job.”  a

NEWSCITY BY JOSHUA LEE

COREY YAZZIE
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Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 1

2017-2018 Miss N.M. Pride, Felicia Roxx 
Starr Faraday

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 2

SUNDAY NOVEMBER 4

BORED TO DEATH

Are you ready to stare into the bony face of death—
smell its swampy breath and feel its cold hand upon
your breast? Are you looking to taste the wine of
existential oblivion? Tired of the same ol’ mini golf and
superhero movies on date night? Come on down to the
lab and take the Office of the Medical Investigator
Tour this Thursday, Nov. 1, at 3:30pm and see how the
pros examine death. Space for the free tour is
extremely limited, so make sure to register by visiting
beforeidienm.com. Recommendations for appropriate
attire will be given ahead of time. OFFICE OF THE MEDICAL

INVESTIGATOR 1101 CAMINO DE SALUD, 3:30 TO 5PM alibi.com/v/5zh6.

(Joshua Lee) a

EXPECTO PERFORMANCE

Our global obsession with the Wizarding World hasn’t diminished at all, and proof positive of that comes in the

shape of The Growing Stage’s upcoming Avadakedabaret: An Unforgivable Evening of Song and Spoof. The

riddikulus night of musical theater from Albuquerque’s finest returns us to the world of Hogwarts and our

favorite characters for two

weekends of siriusly entertaining

cabaret (on Friday, Oct. 26,

Saturday, Oct. 27, and Nov. 2

and 3, all performances at

8pm). Buy a $15 ticket, sneak

in your butterbeers, leave the

first years at home (this is a

PG-13 show) and head to The

Growing Stage for a night of

magic you’re bound to remember.

Always. GROWING STAGE 6909 MENUAL

BLVD NE, 8PM alibi.com/v/63do. (Maggie

Grimason) a

TALENT, LEWKS AND
FIERCE PRIDE

For the 23rd year, Albuquerque Pride brings us the
annual New Mexico Pride Pageant at the African
American Performing Arts Center. This culmination
of the incredible performances we see all year at our
local and regional clubs is a fierce spectacle of
glamour, talent, poise and, of course, the best looks
of the year. Friday night, Nov. 2 brings out all
registered competitors for the preliminaries. These
drag and gay, youth and adult LGBTQIA contestants
compete for four coveted titles including Miss New
Mexico Pride, Mr. New Mexico, Miss New Mexico
Pride Youth and Mr. New Mexico Pride Youth. Once
they narrow it down to the most powerful performers
on night one, head out Saturday, Nov. 3 as they pick
each other off, one by one, to win those sparkly
crowns. The doors open both nights at 6pm and the
pageant takes hold from 7 to 10 pm. Grab Friday
tickets for $10 general admission and $20 VIP and
Saturday $15 for general and $25 for VIP. This is an
all-ages event. Support the community with pride.
AFRICAN AMERICAN PERFORMING ARTS CENTER 310 SAN PEDRO

DR NE, 7PM alibi.com/v/62wc. (Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a

HOW TO TREAT YOUR MEAT

Meat, for some of us, is a passion. Don’t listen to
the vegans. It’s OK to be carnivorous. Sometimes
even desserts can’t even match the decadence of
an exquisitely butchered, seared and seasoned
cut of meat. This two-day meat-tacular brings
together incredible chefs providing workshops and
field trips, concluding with a steak flight. Yes, the
meal of carnists’ dreams. Meat Matters has a lot
going on. On Sunday, Nov. 4 from 9am to noon, a
James Beard award-winning chef presents From
Life to Meat: A Hands-On Experience at Polk’s
Folly Farm, which is now sold out. In the afternoon
from 3 to 6pm, Discovering the Unknown Flavors
of Meat: A Whole-Animal Butchery Experience
gets raw at Three Sisters Kitchen for $25 to $80.
Monday doesn’t relent. Check out Whole-Animal
Butchery and Utilization: A Chef’s Philosophy
on Nov. 5 from 9am to 2:30pm at Three Sisters
Kitchen for $50 to $195. Lastly, chefs and steak-
enthusiasts get real satisfaction at Farm & Table
from 6 to 10pm for the Steak Flight Tasting
Dinner for $95. This event is geared towards
professional chefs of all levels. THREE SISTERS

KITCHEN 109 GOLD ST SW, alibi.com/v/63a2. (Mayo Lua de

Frenchie) a

ALTAR YOUR CULTURE

Every year, the South Valley turns goldenrod
when the Día de los Muertos Celebration
and Marigold Parade comes through. On
Sunday, Nov. 4, you can attend this beautiful
celebration of life and death at the Westside
Community Center. Starting at 2pm there
is a wealth of art and food vendors,
workshops and altars followed by the
parade. Check out muertosymarigolds.org
to see the parade route. Anyone can attend,
but please be respectful of the cultural
heritage of this celebration. This event is
free and open to all ages. WESTSIDE

COMMUNITY CENTER 1250 ISLETA SW, NOON TO 6PM

alibi.com/v/5zm9. (Robin Babb) a

COURTURE KITSCH

People do weird shit with old shoes; make
planters, throw ‘em over power lines, turn them
into dog toys, dip them in bronze and probably
more confusing crap. Wanna join the weird world
of turning footwear into … something else?
Onyxswan Gallery presents the High Heel Art
Sculpture workshop on Sunday, Nov. 4 from 1 to
5pm. Bring your own old heel whether a stiletto, a
platform stripper shoe, a kitten heel or some
outdated chunky-heeled ’90s mess and create a
work of art. Supplies are included in the $65
price tag. Go steampunk, Día de los Muertos, fine
art, kitsch or wherever the imagination takes you.
The more gawdy and absurd the better. ONYXSWAN

GALLERY 323 ROMERO ST NW, 1 TO 5PM alibi.com/v/63te.

(Mayo Lua de Frenchie) a
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CALENDAR | COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY

CALENDAR
THURSDAY NOV 1
EXPO NEW MEXICO Dragon’s House of Horror. Enter the world’s
longest indoor, walk-through horror house with no lines. Receive
a text when your turn is up. 300 San Pedro Dr NE. $25. 7-11:45pm.
alibi.com/v/61n8.

LOMAS-TRAMWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY Escape the Library Outbreak.
The nefarious Dr. Necrosys has unleashed a zombie virus on the
populace. Search her lab and solve the puzzles to find the cure
before joining the ranks of the living dead. 908 Eastridge Dr NE.
3:30-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 291-6260. alibi.com/v/62jq.

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Millennial Morticians with ABQ
Brews. A panel discussion with 30-something funeral directors
that answer questions about today’s new approaches to under-
taking. Couples are invited to play The Newly-Dead Game®, which
tests how well you know your partner’s last wishes. 1800 Fourth
Street NW. 7-8:30pm. 21+. 265-7215. alibi.com/v/5zij.

UNM STUDENT UNION BUILDING Voting Party. This event is
completely non-partisan and all are welcome with a photo booth,
swag, games, raffle prizes and food all for free. 1 University of
New Mexico. Noon-4pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/63av.

KIDS
GROWING STAGE Haunted House. A magical tour through a
wizarding world. The Uptown theatre is transformed into famous
castle rooms with tons of photo opportunities. 6909 Menual Blvd
NE. 5pm. ALL-AGES! 288-1205. alibi.com/v/63db.

FRIDAY NOV 2
LEARN
LOS VOLCANES SENIOR CENTER Composting with Worms. Learn
how to set up and manage a red worm composting system in
order to recycle organics which produces a valuable soil amend-
ment. 6500 Los Volcanes NW. 1:30-3:30pm. 18+. 929-0414.
alibi.com/v/63aq.

CANNABIS
SOURCE N.M. Cannabis Connection. Monthly meeting providing
a statewide network within New Mexico Cannabis Connection for
N.M. MCP patients, the community and industry professionals.
Briefing about legalization with State Representative Javier Martinez
and the Drug Policy Alliance. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. 6:30-8pm.
alibi.com/v/5yx4.

SATURDAY NOV 3
EXPO NEW MEXICO Dragon’s House of Horror. 300 San Pedro
Dr NE. $25. 7-11:45pm. See 11/1 listing.

IMMANUEL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH Scandinavian Festival. The
festival features Norwegian and Swedish folk art, food,
Scandinavian dance performances and a kids’ craft corner. 114
Carlisle Blvd SE. 10am-4pm. ALL-AGES! 294-5739.
alibi.com/v/5vp7.

NEW MEXICO MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY AND SCIENCE

Nightmare at the Museum and Beetlejuice After Party. Get your
groove on at one of the hottest costume contests in Albuquerque
after the screening of Beetlejuice with Deejay Picazzo, a cash bar
and food truck provided by Street Food Institute. 1801 Mountain
Rd NW. $10. 9-11pm. 21+. 265-7866. alibi.com/v/63ir.

LEARN
SOUTH BROADWAY LIBRARY Home Composting Basics. Learn
composting options for a high desert climate. Hot and cold
composting, tumblers and bins, vermi-composting, bokashi and
more are covered by Master Composter John Zarola. 1025
Broadway Blvd SE. 11am-noon. ALL-AGES! 764-1742.
alibi.com/v/62l6.

UNM CONTINUING EDUCATION BUILDING Festival Symposium.
Hear panel discussions, speakers, short films and vendors selling
urns, caskets and related products. Co-sponsored by Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute. Lunch is provided. 8am-5pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/5zjz.

OUTDOOR
ALBUQUERQUE OPEN SPACE VISITOR CENTER Cosmic Carnival
and Star Party. Enjoy interactive exhibits with ¡Explora!, Sandia
National Laboratories and more. 6500 Coors Blvd NW. 1-9pm.
ALL-AGES! 897-8831. alibi.com/v/63ee.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
ALBUQUERQUE SQUARE DANCE CENTER Contra Dance Class.
Learn how to square dance without a partner. All ages, genders
and beginners are welcome. 4915 Hawkins St NE. $8-$9. 7-10pm.

ALL-AGES! 289-2992. alibi.com/v/4jaw.

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS MIDTOWN Mind, Body and Soul Psychic
Fair. Offering some of the area’s best in psychics, intuitives,
mediums, astrology, tarot, healers and vendors featuring CBD,
jewelry, crystals, gems and minerals, metaphysical supplies and
more. 2500 Menaul Blvd NE. $5. 10am-6pm. ALL-AGES!
alibi.com/v/6334.

SUNDAY NOV 4
EXPO NEW MEXICO Dragon’s House of Horror. 300 San Pedro
Dr NE. $25. 7-11:45pm. See 11/1 listing.

NEW MEXICO VETERANS MEMORIAL Hanging with Heroes
Harvest Fest. Dress as a superhero and meet police, fire and mili-
tary real life heroes. Enjoy vendors, music, crafts and more. Dion’s
pizza included with entry ticket. 1100 Louisiana Blvd SE. $7.
2-5pm. ALL-AGES! 903-3102. alibi.com/v/639p.

SELF SERVE Strengthening Communication, Reducing Conflict
and Increasing Intimacy: An Ama with Eri Kardos. Eri shares her
top three tools for creating a relationship agreement and rela-
tionship success, followed by a Q&A session. Copies of her book
are available. 3904 Central Ave SE. $15-$20. 6:30pm. 18+.
265-5815. alibi.com/v/6339.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
GAYATRI TEMPLE Dhanteras: Puja for Lakshmi and Dhanvantari.
Dhanteras is a Lakshmi day and Dhanvantari is the Celestial
Physician. Please briing flowers and fruit to offer. 136 Washington
St SE. $20. 2pm. 13+. 639-8799. alibi.com/v/61ua.

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS MIDTOWN Mind, Body and Soul Psychic
Fair. 2500 Menaul Blvd NE. $5. 10am-6pm. ALL-AGES! See 11/3
listing.

SOURCE The Cuddle Revolution. This is a completely platonic
experience for adults only. Please arrive on time. Use a series of
exercises to practice consensual and safe touch, as well as
authentic connection. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. 7pm. 18+.
alibi.com/v/5ykg.

MONDAY NOV 5
KIDS
SPURLINE SUPPLY CO. Make and Take Sensory Bottle Class.
Make two sensory bottles and get ideas and info on ways to make
more at home. 800 20th Street NW. $10. 4:30-5:30pm. ALL-AGES!
242-6858. alibi.com/v/63hl.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NEW MEXICO ASIAN FAMILY CENTER Queer and Trans Community
Yoga Monthly Gathering. Monthly yoga classes that honor, value
and celebrate the intelligence, perspective, love and experience
of queerness as an inclusive community. 115 Montclaire Dr SE.
6-7:30pm. ALL-AGES! alibi.com/v/5ojn.

TUESDAY NOV 6
KIDS
CENTRAL & UNSER LIBRARY Penguin Pillows. Make a cute and
cuddly penguin pillow to stay warm at night this winter. For ages
3 to 8. Younger ages require adult assistance. All materials provided.
8081 Central Ave NW. 4:30pm. ALL-AGES! 768-4320.
alibi.com/v/62hh.

WELLNESS/FITNESS
NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF YOGA Yoga for Inflexible Athletes. A
six-week course to help with sports by enhancing athletic perform-
ance, preventing injuries and increasing flexibility. Cross train with
yoga. 1111 Carlisle Blvd SE. $10-$45. 6-7pm. ALL-AGES!
268-0918. alibi.com/v/62no.

WEDNESDAY NOV 7
SAN PEDRO LIBRARY Discover the BioPark. Visit the discovery
station and meet ambassador animals, including an American
kestrel, a gopher snake and explore biofacts from the Bosque
ecosystem. 5600 Trumbull Ave SE. 3-4:30pm. ALL-AGES!
256-2067. alibi.com/v/62xs.

KIDS
LOS GRIEGOS LIBRARY Spooky Storytime. A special spooky
storytime with a craft and trick-or-treating around the library.
Costumes are not required but greatly appreciated. 1000 Griegos
Rd. NW. 11:15am-12:15pm. ALL-AGES! 761-4020.
alibi.com/v/62l4.

LEARN
EMBASSY SUITES HOTEL National Association of Women Business
Owners November Meeting. An opportunity to receive laser-focused
coaching from some of N.M.’s most successful businesswomen.
1000 Woodward Pl NE. $25-$30. 11:15am-1pm.
alibi.com/v/63ck.
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Día de los Artes
A Thurst for Justice opens at Three

Sisters Kitchen

Papel picado and social justice topics are set to line
the kitchen, classroom and community space of
Three Sisters Kitchen (109 Gold Ave. SW)
beginning this Friday, Nov. 2, in the contemporary
Día de los Muertos installation, A Thirst for Justice,
which visualizes and honors lives impacted and lost
due to water contamination. This is largely done
through the traditional craft of papel picado—a
Mexican folk art of paper cut with intricate patterns
that dates back to Meso-America. 

Working Classroom has historically worked with
artists and teen fellows to create a Day of the Dead
installation, generally revolving around social justice
topics. This year was no different. Student Michelle
Perez explained how the group approached the
topic through study and exchange: “We were
working with the idea of healthier lives and knowing
where our food and water came from. So the theme
of water contamination came from research we did
together about water history. We all found stories
and articles about water contamination from all
around the z. I found a story about how Uranium
mining affected the lives of thousands of New
Mexicans before and after a tragic event where a
bunch of radioactive waste was dumped into the
Puerto River near Church Rock, N.M. The event was
called the Church Rock Mill Spill of 1979. It was an
accident that will take decades to fix.”

Teaching artists on the project Carlos Gabaldon
and Eric J. Garcia led the creation of the works,
guiding students on “how to create traditional papel
picado and to teach [students] an untraditional and
high-tech way it could be created,” as Garcia
explained. Paired with these pieces are animated
works that incorporate papel picado style and
design, which will be projected on the walls of Three
Sisters. 

“Our society unfortunately takes water for
granted and it is time to realize we can’t. My hope is
that people who come to this Día de los Muertos
exhibit understand that people are dying from
polluted water and our supply of water is dying
itself,” Garcia continued, speaking to his hopes for
what community members might take away from
experiencing these works of art. Echoing that
thought, Perez added, “What I really hope others
take away from our hard work is the stories we
told.” She herself was deeply impacted by the
process of learning about the impact of polluted
waters on the entire landscape. She spoke again of
Church Rock, saying, “All life near the river was
changed forever. Sheep who drank the water died
or became mutated, the people used the Puerto
River as their main source of water, the poisoning
leading them to many health problems, and all the
green life such as trees and shrubs around the area
died, leaving the land an empty space of radiation.”

These stories, underlined in the art of Working
Classroom’s young artists and their collaborators
are likely to be impactful for all who access them.
Honored through art, these stories are amplified and
honored in the work, and the vitality of water is
further highlighted. 

Stop in for the opening of A Thirst for Justice
from 6 to 9pm this Friday, Nov. 2, at Three Sisters.
More information is available online at
workingclassroom.org.  a

FOUND OBJECTS

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

ARTS | CULTURE SHOCK

BY DESMOND FOX

T
hrough Pizzagates and Shia LeBeouf-

happenings, ART and much more,

Burqueños share a sense of we’re-in-this-

togetherness which triumphs over xenophobic

attitudes and cultural homogeneity. Yes, our

little-big city has its ups and downs, but there

is a warmth to bumming a lighter from a

stranger. Small moments that make up the

material of our lives can overcome the

pervasive sense of fear creeping into the

nervous system of our country. 
Naturally then, leave it to a Burqueño and

a long time Vertigo editor (publisher of all
comics progressive and intellectual during the
’90s) to bring inclusiveness to the front of our
lobes with Infidel. In this comic, local Aaron
Campbell along with writer Pornsak
Pichetshote bring us a twist on the familiar
haunted house tale, which expertly
demonstrates how diversity and inclusiveness is
the only way forward for comic readers and
creators. While a few small minded criers have
bemoaned some titles’ positioning of minority
characters as leads in the Marvel and DC
outings of the 2010s, it is evident that the
trend of media representation is anything but a
fad, in fact, has been a long time coming. 

Infidel is a horror story about racist ghosts.
This is obviously an over-generalization, but
it’s not a lie either. The characters who are
privileged enough to not be subjected to the
hate of the aggressing apparitions find them
invisible and end up questioning the sanity of
those affected. You, the reader, will watch
ghostly horrors (brilliantly and disgustingly
brought to life by Campbell’s multimedia
approach) physically and verbally assault the
book’s central protagonists as a means of
haunting a subsidized apartment building
where God-fearing, low income, white folk live
in fear of their equally disadvantaged Muslim
neighbors. Never has there been a clearer
allegory for the privilege of ignorance in the
comic book world. 

That said, Infidel makes its stand first and
foremost as a bone-chilling ghost story with
tension so masterfully paced, you will be hard
pressed to put it down. Each character’s
motivations come forward as the plot unfolds,
bringing with them the hidden prejudices we
carry with us. Even the antagonists are written
from a deeply human place of empathy and
understanding, careful not to stuff and burn a
strawman when real-life examples are so close
at hand. This is character drama on a par with
“Breaking Bad,” accompanied by visuals more
disturbing than those found in “American
Horror Story.” These moments of expertly
applied craft highlight the effectiveness of the
medium as a visual art, with all the pace and
referential advantages of literature. 

At the end of Infidel, I was struck by a

sensation of complete embarrassment. The
story of a haunted house is nothing new and
horror comics have been extremely trendy over
the last decade, yet I simply hadn’t previously
read anything like Pichetshote’s masterwork.
At best, echoes of Alan Moore’s work on
Swamp Thing penetrate Infidel’s ethos as
thoughtful horror, but truly the credit is
deserved by Campbell and Pichetshote alone.
By positioning their characters—of racial and
cultural backgrounds too often relegated to a
cast of supporting characters—as leads, and
presenting the audience with their
perspectives, the pair invoke a graphic novel
work that feels utterly fresh despite its roots in
some of the oldest comic book stories ever told.
The fact that what feels like a renaissance
comes from something so simple as a Muslim
lead and her agnostic black American friend
feels a bit shameful for comic book fans who
have only been primarily reading the work
produced by the dominant publishers (by
proxy, telling the stories of the dominant
culture). 

Marvel’s recent shake-up of their main
roster feels a bit like a Band-Aid on an
enormous wound. For a while there, Sam
Wilson (better known as Marvel’s Black
superhero, Falcon, portrayed by Anthony
Mackie in the films) was Captain America. His
stories focused largely on his outsider status
and the people’s resistance to him taking
(white) Steve Rogers’ place. These stories
mirrored a real-life vocal minority of comic
book readers calling foul at the perceived PC
cash-grab. The pervasive thought being that

diversity among Marvel’s headliners was an
insincere attempt to cash in on good will,
turning political correctness into capital,
besmirching the perceived legacies of these
white male leads. 

At the end of the day these stories
benefited few, because after a few short years,
Steve Rogers was returned to his position as
Captain America. Captain America is no more
black today than he is a werewolf. (This also
happened, look it up.) The same can be said
for when Thor was replaced by a woman (Jane
Foster, portrayed by Natalie Portman in the
films) and what will assuredly happen to black
teenager Riri Williams aka Ironheart, currently
Iron Man’s stand-in while he’s in space, or
dead, or an A.I. or something. 

While well-intentioned, Marvel’s approach
has yielded little in the way of actual change.
The future of comics does not lie in a
repackaging of Captain America, but in all new
characters and stories yet to be told, featuring
humans and mutants of demographics long
suppressed by the mainstream. Championing
the voices of creatives in this field to author
their own stories in the medium, as well as
recognizing that the stories of POC are a
reflection of actual comic book readers is vital
for the form to stay relevant. Meanwhile,
Campbell and Pichetshote don’t care who cries
foul at their diverse and inclusive comic book
because it is so evidently the way of the future
and a rich tale which deserves to be told. 

In fact, everyone’s story deserves to be told,
and it should never have taken us this long to
come to that conclusion. Image saw this need
when they decided to publish Infidel. In a move
that should surprise no one, TriStar Pictures
has identified this need as well and has already
optioned Infidel for a film adaptation. If you are
of the aforementioned vocal minority of comic
book fans who see this all as a marketing ploy, I
urge you to pick up a copy of Infidel for
yourself. I urge you to embrace the points of
connecting, like sharing a lighter. Or laugh
together over that time Susana Martinez got
white girl wasted and said the word “pizza” a
dozen times on the Santa Fe 911 line. Discuss
Infidel or take a friend to our local comic book
store Red Planet, where Indigenous and POC
voices are amplified. 

It’s not just work like Infidel and retailers
like Red Planet that put Albuquerque at the
forefront of the industry. We also serve as host
to Indigenous Comic-Con, (this weekend Nov.
2 to 4 at Isleta Resort and Casino) an event
which merges comic book and geek culture
with the art and perspectives of Native
creators. The continued growth of this event
indicates only positive change and greater
access to more diverse stories.

Infidel can be found at your local comic
book shop, and in all major book retailers. Find
out more about Indigenous Comic Con, and
grab tickets at indigenouscomiccon.com. a

Infidel is a comic that is stretching what
has long been the dominant narrative in
comic book culture

Infidel and Inclusivity
Image title raises the bar for mainstream stories
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Artists created papel picado about water
issues in A Thirst for Justice. 
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ARTS | INTERVIEW

BY MAGGIE GRIMASON

T
ricklock Company’s Global Corridor

program is one of the most vital cultural

exchange efforts in Albuquerque, putting

our community in dialogue with the rest of the

world by bringing global performers to the local

stage. As part of this sweeping endeavor, which

also includes the annual Revolutions Festival,

Tricklock has recently engineered a three-week

showcase of international performance called

Revamp in collaboration with the National

Hispanic Cultural Center and UNM’s

department of theater and dance. The series

started on Oct. 20, and will continue to Nov. 11.

During this time, ompanies from Mexico,

Mongolia and Ukraine have or are set to

perform at various locations throughout town. 

Among these diverse acts is a piece titled

“TseSho?” or in English, “What’s That?” produced

by Kyiv, Ukraine’s Teatr-Pralnia in collaboration

with CCA Dakh, directed by Vlad Troitsky. The

play uses the dreamy lens of childhood, as well

as many puppets as props to explore humanity’s

points of connections and the quest to

understand the truth within. 

Ahead of Teatr-Pralnia’s premiere

performance in Albuquerque on Friday, Nov. 2

and Saturday, Nov. 3 at Tricklock (110 Gold

Ave. SW) at 7pm, members of the troupe

exchanged some emails with us about the

meaning of “TseSho?” and what it feels like to

share it with the world. 

Alibi: What inspired the creation of this

piece?

Teatr-Pralnia: Daily life. Actions happening in

our country and in our world. It’s our reflections

on this time [and] thoughts about our

generation.

Did you see a need for this story?

Of course. We believe that art [is] called to bring

changes, to ask questions. And now is really a

time of need for this (especially in our country). 

What’s with the choice of using puppets to

help tell the story?

Our director Vlad Troitsky proposed [that we]

create puppets similar to us—like small copies of

ourselves. But at the same time this copy can be

anything (your inside child, your inner self, your

future child). Of course, the puppet is a good

[form] of expressiveness and it gives us a lot of

opportunities on the stage. I would love to say

that puppets helped to make the story magical.

What was the initial reception of this piece?

Have you toured it previously? And how do

you expect it might resonate differently in

Albuquerque?

[The] first performance was so exciting. It was

magic. People were so open … [and] we had a

great discussion after. … It’s our first tour.

(Thank you Center Stage!) We try not to

expect anything, because then we do not really

want to be disappointed. We just believe that it

will be different and brilliant each time. 

Have you visited this part of the world

before? Are you excited to visit

Albuquerque?

Never! We are so excited to visit Albuquerque,

… [especially] because of “Breaking Bad.” Some

of us are very big fans.

How has the play evolved and changed

since its creation?

The music has changed. At first it was very

simple because we are not professional

musicians. We have changed some theatrical

elements, including sketches with puppets. We

[even] created two different programs—one for

the big stage and one for smaller theaters.

What do you hope others might learn from

seeing the performance?

We hope people can learn more about modern

Ukraine. That Ukraine is not only about

borscht, dumplings and crowns of flowers. …

They can see that we have the same problems

[as many other places]. And it’s not about

nationality, it’s about how the human is always

human.

Why is childhood a good perspective from

which to take on these concepts?

Because children are always free. They have this

naïve opportunity to say the truth. They aren’t

scared to say something. There are small

children inside us who always know truth.

What have you all learned through creating

and performing this piece of theater?

Don’t be afraid to ask questions for yourself. Be

open to the world. Be interested in what is going

on around you. Have your own position, but at

the same time respect others’ opinions.a

Revamp is part of Tricklock’s Global Corridor
programming, bringing international theater,
like Teatr-Pralnia from Ukraine, to ABQ.

What’s That?
It’s international theater in the heart of ABQ
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CALENDAR | ARTS & LIT 

THURSDAY NOV 1
WORDS
tJEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF GREATER ALBUQUERQUE Rush:
A Biography. New York Times bestselling author and award-winning
journalist Stephen Fried reveals the most important Founding Father
we’ve never heard of. 5520 Wyoming Blvd NE. 2-4pm. 332-0565.
alibi.com/v/62ud.

KIMO THEATRE A Word with Writers. The series features writers in
conversation with one another. Proceeds from ticket sales benefit the
Albuquerque Public Library Foundation. 423 Central Ave NW. 7-9pm.
768-3544. alibi.com/v/62ue.

NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Interview with a Mexican.
A carnival of conversations and random perspectives about what it
means to be a Mexican, based on conversations with Gustavo Arellano,
columnist and author of Ask a Mexican and Taco USA. 1701 Fourth
Street SW. $16-$18. 724-4771. alibi.com/v/638f.

STAGE
CELL THEATRE Fatboy. A vulgar and absurd comedy about what
happens when the worst person wins, an Americanized version of the
classic farce Ubu Roi, directed by Aaron Worley. 700 First Street NW.
$10-$20. 8pm. 18+. 766-9412. alibi.com/v/6270.

RODEY THEATRE, Popejoy Hall As You Like It. Shakespeare’s gender-
bending comedy has long been an audience favorite, filled with spec-
tacular wit and humor. See this incarnation of the classic. 203 Cornell
Dr NE. $10-$15. 7:30pm. ALL-AGES! 277-4332. alibi.com/v/63po.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Tia Fuller Quartet. The full-time
Berklee College of Music professor and award winning saxophonist
is part of the all-female band that tours with Beyoncé and plays live
with her quartet. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $25-$30. 7:30-9:30pm. ALL-AGES!
268-0044. alibi.com/v/5yxg.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Documentary: Living While Dying. This 45-minute
documentary presents an alternative: people living with terminal
illness who greet the inevitable with courage, humor, creativity and
acceptance. 5-6:15pm. 15+. alibi.com/v/5zh8. Also, 6:30-7:15pm.
15+. See previous listing. Also, 3405 Central Ave NE. $5-$8. 8-8:45pm.
15+. See previous listing. 265-7215.

FRIDAY NOV 2
THE BARELAS EVENT CENTER Día De Los Muertos. Enjoy local and
international artists, live music, dancing, community altars, pop-up
shops and a calaca contest for the Day of the Dead. 907 Fourth
Street SW. 7pm. 717-2209. alibi.com/v/62wa.

BOESE BROTHERS BREWING La LLarona: Chola Bruja Night.
Celebrate Día De Los Muertos with an evening of art, celebration and
oddities. 601 Gold Ave SW. 7pm-midnight. 21+. 382-7060.
alibi.com/v/63mn.

BOILER MONKEY Taskv Hvlwe: First Friday with Hotvlkuce Harjo.
Featuring a series of work from Hotvlkuce Harjo, exploring themes of
contemporary representations of Indigeneity and alternative forms
of womxnhood and femininity and music from Sazoram. 600 Central
Ave SW. 5-8pm. 208-1971. alibi.com/v/63mo.

WORDS
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Interview with a Mexican.
1701 Fourth Street SW. $16-$18. See 11/1 listing.

ART
AMAPOLA GALLERY Paints and Patinas. A featured artists reception
for Vera Russell and Jeanette Easley. 205 Romero St NW. 4-7pm.
350-0923. alibi.com/v/63aw.

OT CIRCUS GALLERY ABQArtwalk: Viva Tu Muerte. In honor of an
ancient tradition dating back over 5,000 years, this show has been
arranged to carry on a celebration of the dead, as well as to start
new traditions. 709 Central Ave NW. 6-9:30pm. ALL-AGES! (678)
923-2755. alibi.com/v/63e9.

THREE SISTERS KITCHEN Working Classroom: Day Of The Dead
Installation. The annual installation A Thirst for Justice, honors lives
lost to preventable deaths. Working Classroom students along with
teaching artists Carlos Gabaldon and Eric J. Garcia present works.
109 Gold St SW. 6-9pm. 242-9267. alibi.com/v/63c9.

STAGE
CELL THEATRE Fatboy. 700 First Street NW. $10-$20. 8pm. 18+.
See 11/1 listing.

PAINTED LADY BED & BREW Day of the Dead Magic Show. Experience
the history and mystery of Día de los Muertos with a unique history
lesson disguised as a magic show. The performance integrates facts
with magic to make for an unforgettable evening. 1100 Bellamah
Ave NW. 8-9pm. 200-3999. alibi.com/v/62zs.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Teatr-Pralnia with CCA

Dakh. A super-charged puppet cabaret of real-time events and
Facebook feeds, iconic Ukrainian poetry, catchy vamps and improvised
action. 110 Gold Ave SW. $20-$25. 7pm. 15+. 414-3738.
alibi.com/v/6308.

VORTEX THEATRE Farragut North. A play by Beau Willimon, creator
of “House of Cards” and directed by Lewis Hauser, loosely based on
former Governor Howard Dean’s 2004 Democratic primary election
campaign for US president. 2900 Carlisle Blvd NE. $15-$22. 7:30pm.
15+. 247-8600. alibi.com/v/62n7.

SONG & DANCE
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM Der Freylekher Shabes: Klezmer
Music and Dance. This joyous danced Shabbat service in a heimishe,
old-country European style led by director Beth Cohen, Alavados
band, Rikud dancers and Nahalat Shalom Community Klezmer Band.
Vegetarian potluck dinner included. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd. NW.
6:30-9:15pm. ALL-AGES! 343-8227. alibi.com/v/63h6.

SATURDAY NOV 3
THE BARELAS EVENT CENTER Dia De Los Muertos. 907 Fourth
Street SW. 7pm. See 11/2 listing.

WORDS
NATIONAL HISPANIC CULTURAL CENTER Interview with a Mexican.
1701 Fourth Street SW. $16-$18. See 11/1 listing.

STAGE
SOUTH BROADWAY CULTURAL CENTER Día De Los Muertos. Enjoy
music, theatre, dance and poetry in a celebration to remember the
dead and to help them on their spiritual journey. 1025 Broadway
Blvd SE. 7-10pm. 848-1320. alibi.com/v/62ws.

TRICKLOCK PERFORMANCE LABORATORY Teatr-Pralnia with CCA
Dakh. 110 Gold Ave SW. $20-$25. 7pm. 15+. See 11/2 listing.

SONG & DANCE
KIMO THEATRE Raul Midón. The Grammy-nominated New Mexico
native heralded as a “one-man band who turns a guitar into an
orchestra and his voice into a chorus,” by the NY Times, plays live.
423 Central Ave NW. 6-9pm. 768-3544. alibi.com/v/62wp.

KIVA AUDITORIUM Straight No Chaser. The famous a capella group
visits Burque for a live performance. 401 Second Street NW. $60.
8-10pm. 18+. (802) 255-1826. alibi.com/v/5w68.

SOLID GROUNDS COFFEEHOUSE Saudade: Brazilian Grooves. Groove
to the classic and contemporary music of Brazil and Cape Verde. A
great listening environment. Coffee and dessert available. 4601 Juan
Tabo NE. 7-8pm. ALL-AGES! 363-3500. alibi.com/v/62tk.

FILM
GUILD CINEMA Defending Your Life. Starring Albert Brooks and Meryl
Streep, their characters navigate the first week of the afterlife defending
their actions on Earth to ascend to a higher plane of existence. 3405
Central Ave NE. $5-$8. 1-3pm. 15+. 265-7215. alibi.com/v/5zlx.

SUNDAY NOV 4
WORDS
PENNYSMITHS PAPER ABQ Typewriter Fiesta. Try your hand at our
selection of classic 20th century writing machines or bring your own
heirloom typewriter. Write poetry, stories, haiku, love notes, manifestos
or start that great American novel. 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW. 1-4pm.
ALL-AGES! 345-2353. alibi.com/v/63ed.

ST. THERESE CHURCH Walking the Camino: Beyond Even the Stars.
Fr. Kevin Codd discusses his second book, Beyond Even the Stars,
A Compostela Pilgrim in France. 3424 Fourth Street NW. 2:30-4:30pm.
ALL-AGES! 831-8212. alibi.com/v/634q.

STAGE
POPEJOY HALL Steel Magnolias. The story of six women whose paths
cross in unexpected ways and examines how they deal with love and
loss all while relying on each other for support. 203 Cornell Dr NE.
$25-$69. 3-5pm. 925-5858. alibi.com/v/620x.

SONG & DANCE
OUTPOST PERFORMANCE SPACE Hillary Smith: A Tribute to the
Queen. The Albuquerque vocalist extraordinaire returns to present a
special concert honoring one of her musical heroes, the great Aretha
Franklin. 210 Yale Blvd SE. $30-$35. 3-5pm. ALL-AGES! 268-0044.
alibi.com/v/5yxi.

LEARN
CONGREGATION NAHALAT SHALOM Klezmer-Romanian Music
Workshop. Learn a Romanian slow hora which is also part of the
klezmer repertoire, and then Miamon also introduces some interesting
Romanian rhythmic twists to add to the tune. 3606 Rio Grande Blvd.
NW. $15-$20. 2:30-4pm. ALL-AGES! 243-6276. alibi.com/v/63h4.

TUESDAY NOV 6
SONG & DANCE
N4TH THEATER MarchFourth. The internationally-acclaimed, genre-
breaking force in the world of entertainment; 20 musicians, dancers
and artisans take audience members on a joy-inducing journey that
defies categorization. 4904 Fourth Street NW. 12:30-1:30pm.
alibi.com/v/6329.

Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.
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and dementia. Thankfully, it does not make this
mellow tea drink taste like mushrooms. Most of
the drinks on the MG menu feature some kind of
supplement or powdered superfood compound,
catering to the health-conscious—or at least the
health trend conscious. I don’t mean that as
shade, either—the whole menu at MG
acknowledges both the modern science of what’s
healthy (turmeric! Cordyceps and reishi
mushrooms!) and some more old-fashioned
health principles: If it makes you feel good, it’s
probably good for you. The diner-style food that
they serve up is just as satisfying as the good old
days, but the subtle tweaks make all the
difference: protein-rich teff flour in the pancakes,
housemade yogurt with live cultures, fresh herbs
on top of everything.

This overall vibe that Modern General has
going on definitely has a lot to do with its appeal.
It would be disappointing if the food didn’t stand
up to the appearance, the “source local” ethics
and the obviously huge sums of money that were
poured into building and designing the place.
Thankfully, the food is as lovely and satisfying as
the restaurant itself. a

FOOD | RESTAURANT REVIEW

BY ROBIN BABB

S
ince Vinaigrette is one of my favorite
restaurants in Albuquerque—and since
breakfast is hands-down my favorite meal of

the day—I definitely walked into Modern
General with high expectations. The new
breakfast-all-day restaurant in West Downtown is
the latest project of Erin Wade, the restaurateur
behind the ever-expanding Vinaigrette franchise,
which opened a Modern General up in Santa Fe
back in 2015. You can feel the similarities the
moment you set foot in the place—a clean, sunny
aesthetic and a menu focused on healthy, filling
dishes. 

The design choices in Modern General were
expertly made, too. The building at 1720 Central,
which previously housed Draft Station, has been
greatly brightened up by the removal of a dividing
wall and the addition of a west-facing window.
Lots of ceiling lighting and whitewashed walls
add to this brightness, as well as the unfinished
blonde wood floors and tables. This restaurant
feels lighthearted, cheery—an old Spoon album
was spinning and the smell of fresh bread filled
the place when I first visited. It’s hard not to feel
right at home with all that going on.

I was a little worried that the menu of an all-
breakfast restaurant might be a little heavy on the
sweets and low on the savory. Not so, thankfully.
Although pancakes, grain bowls and granola
make up a good portion of the menu, there are
tasty-sounding savory dishes that fall under each
of these categories: a kale and sweet potato hash
($11), green chile cilantro corncakes with a fried
egg and cilantro-lime crema on top ($9) and lime
avocado chia pudding ($7), which is one of those
dishes that sounds odd and simultaneously like
somebody should have thought of it sooner. They
all sound like things that I would make at home.
You know, if I were more ambitious and better at
cooking.

The beverage list extends the definition of
“breakfast” to include alcohol, which I have no

complaints about. There are a couple of beers on
tap and a brief wine list as well as, of course,
mimosas. You can get coffee or whatever kind of
espresso concoction you desire, all courtesy of
local roaster Prismatic Coffee. There’s also a
whole host of fresh juices, smoothies and health
shots that will probably fix whatever is wrong
with you. I will certainly be trying the ginger shot
with apple and honey garnish ($4) when I get my
first winter cold.

On my first visit to Modern General I ordered
a cup of drip coffee ($3) and the sunshine bowl
($9): a hearty bowl of pearl barley with baked
mushrooms, Swiss chard, onion and a fried egg on
top, accompanied by sourdough toast from MG’s
own in-house bakery. Just listing those things
makes my mouth water. The barley was perfectly
cooked and tender, and the mushrooms add an
earthiness to the dish that’s super satisfying. I
loved the buttery sourdough toast, which—unlike
a lot of New Mexico sourdoughs I’ve
encountered—is actually sour, with a fermenty
tang that reminds me of San Francisco
sourdoughs. All this comes served in a cast iron
skillet on top of a wood plank for mega rustic
effect.

On another visit, I was distinctly in a pancake
mood. I ordered the supercakes ($8), which
resemble those buttermilk flapjacks from diners of
yore in form only. Packed with kale, cabbage, flax,
dashi and scallions, these thin, savory griddle
cakes pack a hell of a punch of fiber and
antioxidants. These bad boys are topped with a

housemade aioli and okonomi sauce (that sweet
and salty sauce that accompanies Japanese
okonomiyaki pancakes) and fresh scallions. They
make for a satisfying breakfast (or lunch) that I’ll
certainly be going back for again.

While you’re waiting for your meal, you’ll find
your eye drawn to the one-wall curated bookshop
in Modern General. They stock plenty of
cookbooks and books on food, of course. But
there’s also some books on agriculture,
architecture, biology and any number of subjects
that can be traced back to the Erin Wade ethos. I
saw The One Straw Revolution in there, for one,
and Ten Arguments for Deleting Your Social Media
Accounts Right Now, for another. Along this wall
are also plateware, kitchen tools and other little
lifestyle goods that let you take home a little piece
of the MG aesthetic. It’s all very tempting stuff.

For a change of pace from coffee, try one of
MG’s special warm elixirs—hot chocolate with
reishi, turmeric golden milk or the London
defogger ($4.25 sm/$5 lg): an earl grey tea from
tea.o.graphy mixed with milk, lavender, vanilla
and powdered lion’s mane, a type of mushroom
that has been found to increase cognitive
performance and lower the risk of Alzheimer’s

I Want to Live at Modern General
New Erin Wade restaurant serves diner food with modern touch

The sunshine bowl       ERIC WILLIAMS PHOTOGRAPHY

Modern General
1720 Central Ave. SW

moderngeneralabq.com
242-6928

Hours: Mon-Sun : Kitchen 7:30am-3pm; juice/coffee
bar 7:30am-5pm

Vibe: Warm and homey, in a kind of minimalist way.
Alibi Recommends: Sunshine bowl, London

defogger, sourdough bread
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FOOD | CHEF DU JOUR

COREY YAZZIE

BY ROBIN BABB

Y
ours truly has been gone from New Mexico
for quite a while (I don’t suppose you noticed
that those bylines have been different the

past few weeks), and boy have I missed being
here. I missed seeing the mountains to the east, I
missed seeing the sun every damn day, I missed
my friends and I sure as hell missed the food.
Which is not to say that I didn’t have amazing
food while I was in Japan (that’s right, we’re all
worldly and well-traveled here at Weekly Alibi);
it’s just that, well, they don’t really have green
chile over there. And the portions are so small
too—I felt like I had such a greedy American
appetite, always ordering a second entrée. After a
while, I wanted to eat something really greasy and
hearty. I wanted the kimchi cheddar tots at Sister,
the big-as-your-head breakfast burrito at Java Joe’s
and the spinach enchiladas at El Patio. I know
I’m outing myself as a creature of habit for missing
such specific things, but man, I don’t care. Some
things are worth going back for again and again,
and even worth dreaming about from the other
side of the globe. This is my totally biased,
unabashed love letter to the joints I will be taking
a homecoming tour of now that I’m back in town.

Sister 
I often feel like Sister is the axis around which all
of Albuquerque spins—but maybe it’s just my
little slice of Albuquerque. Although I initially
feared I wasn’t cool or tattooed enough to go in
there, that feeling disappeared once I walked in
and immediately ran into three different people I
know. The best bands come to play there (did
y’all go to that Oh Sees show on Monday?!), the
food is bangin’, the weekly taco special is always
worth trying, the cocktails (courtesy of the lovely
Jessica O’Brien) are truly creative and the servers
are all cute. What more could you ask of a bar?
Oh, you want an arcade in your bar? Yeah, they’ve
got that too. As mentioned above, the kimchi
cheddar tots are where it’s at, especially after a
couple beers. Also try the impossible burger (a
vegan burger that’s upsettingly good) and the beet
and goat cheese salad.

Vinaigrette
I know I said earlier that I mostly missed greasy
food while I was away. But there is always that

unavoidable point while traveling where you just
really, really need to eat a salad. You’ve been
eating out for every meal—usually richer food
than you eat while at home—and your gut is
begging you to take it easy. That moment is when
you really want Vinaigrette’s “the beet goes on”
salad with arugula and goat cheese and—you
guessed it—roasted beets. Or else you want the
omega or the cherry tart, both of which pack
enough vitamins and antioxidants that they make
you feel like your prior dietary sins are all
forgiven. Try the ever-rotating shrub for a little
tonic alongside. I’ve never had anything on the
menu that didn’t make me feel at least marginally
like a healthier, more well-rounded person, so you
can’t go wrong.

El Patio on Harvard
I could tell myself that I go to El Patio a lot
because it’s so close to my house. While the
convenience definitely plays a role, it’s truly those
fluffy sopaipillas, those bubbling-hot enchiladas
and those golden brown chiles rellenos that keep
me coming back. In warm weather, the tree-
shaded patio is a beautiful spot for lunch. When
it’s not so warm you can sit in the house, which is
literally a house, and so cozy inside. The
vegetarian enchiladas—one of my favorites—are
blue corn tortillas filled with spinach and
swimming in chile, accompanied by beans, papas
and a sopaipilla. This was the first meal I went
out for after getting back to Albuquerque. It
reminded me that I belong here.

Java Joe’s
When I first moved to Albuquerque, I went to
Java Joe’s almost every day to drink coffee, look
for jobs on the internet and feel vaguely sorry for
myself. I almost always got the breakfast burrito
too, which is such a perfect meal when you’re
unemployed: It’s tasty, it’s filling, it’s big enough to
be two meals and it’s wicked cheap. I’m talking
$4.50, my dudes. For a mountain of eggs, potato
and cheese all wrapped up that can sustain you all
day. Get red and green on top for just 75 cents
more. Even into the employed phase of my life
this continues to be one of my favorite cheap
breakfast spots, and such a sweet and
unpretentious place to hang out. Now that the
Alibi office is neighbors with Java Joe’s, I often
find myself parked there with a laptop and a
burrito, just like old times. a

What I Missed
While I Was Away
A love letter to Robin’s most frequented

joints in Burque
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MUSIC | INTERVIEW

Evan + Zane = Rock
Jamming with Evan Rachel Wood and Zane Carney

BY AUGUST MARCH

I
tell ya, this rocanrol music critic stuff is getting

ill. After achieving consciousness for about the

17,000th time in this lifetime on Monday, I

could think of nothing else to do but to read my

email. There was a missive in the inbox from

heroic Alibi intern Adam Wood. He wanted to

tell me all about a series of messages he received

from Santa Fe avant-garde collective Meow Wolf.
In these transmissions, an agent of the

collective mentioned a musical act that would
soon be orbiting above their Santa Fe facility on
Wednesday, Nov. 7, spreading love and music to
the gathered masses. The phenomenon they
spoke of is something called Evan + Zane. Well,
shazam and abbracadabra!

And really, I don’t have to put some sci-fi
shine on that news to make it interesting to our
beloved millennial readers. Evan Rachel Wood is
a damn fine representative of her generation,
creatively and politically, after all. She reps the
best of what comes next.

And Zane? That would be 30-year-old guitar
sensation Zane Carney, one of this planet’s
hottest session men, a dude who has jammed with
the likes of the Edge, John Mayer and Stevie
Wonder while creating a stunning solo career
that is all about sublimely jazzing his axe.

Together, as a collaborative unit, Evan + Zane
are driving across America to sing, jam out and
resonate with audiences seeking a hopeful
connection to culture through forms of music
that defy description and dare to make
postmodernism fun again.

Each night the duo presents a different theme.
Carney’s immense melodic reach is balanced by
Evan’s intricate, encyclopedic knowledge of
popular music. The theme at Meow Wolf will be
psychedelia. Throw in a luxuriously knowing and
sultry voice combined and killer instrumentation
built around singular arrangements and you can
indeed get there from here, digging it all the way,
dear reader.

Expect hope, expect the ecstatic; dig some
damn fine singing and guitar playing while you’re
at it. And while you’re waiting the full effect, ch-
check out this rambling frolic of an interview
with the brains behind that brilliance.

[sound of phone ringing]

Weekly Alibi: Hey, is this Zane Carney?

Zane: This is indeed Zane Carney. I’m here with
Evan right now.
Evan Rachel Wood: Hi!

Hello, Evan. How are you?

Evan: Good, How are you?

Well, I’m really excited to talk to both of you

about your musical project. 

Zane: Same here.

So let’s start with how Evan + Zane came to

be. Evan, of course you are a world-

renowned actor, who has, it so happens,

taken on a lot of social and political

significance of late. And Zane, you’re like,

this fantastic, up-and-coming guitarist with

jazz stylings; you’ve worked on a slew of

projects from composing for Broadway to

session work with John Mayer.

Zane: Ha!
Evan: You are correct, sir!

So how did you two end up touring the

country in a rocanrol van, trying to turn

young folks on to this newfound, musical

sense of wonder that you get from working

together?

Zane: That’s a good question!
Evan: I think that there is so much joy in this, for
us. We get along because—this is so cliché and
silly—but we just love this music; we love each
other.
Zane: Yes.
Evan: We’ve been thinking about this for a long
while. I think we both got to a point where we
thought we’d just start doing this. And then it
just started happening. It was kind of a snowball
effect.
Zane: Yeah, it was organic. I also think that
neither of us had this angle where we thought,
“We’d like to break out as a band” or “we really
wanna cause this commotion.” It’s more that we
really enjoy making this music. But it’s building
now—not against our will, but sort of
accidentally. “Oh, we got booked into a bigger
venue?” Well that sounds great.
Evan: I think more people are coming, more
people are interested because we do a different
show every night. We’ve brought our own kind of
style to things and audiences are hearing songs in
an entirely new way. That’s fun for the audience;
they get to unwrap each song. We take really
ambitious compositions and songs and turn them
into something that can be realized by two people
and a guitar.

So you two must have learned hundreds of

songs. I can only imagine what you’ve got in

your repertoire! What are you playing lately,

besides covering OK Computer in its

entirety, like you did a few weeks ago?

Zane: Evan is the best DJ/playlist maker of all
time. She has a rolodex in her head filled with all
sorts of unlikely tunes. Like for the Meow Wolf
show, for psychedelia, I’d likely choose late ’60s
and early ’70s. But the songs Evan chooses span
four or five decades.

[Evan laughs in background]
She’s kinda the mastermind behind the story

of each program. My role is, essentially, to arrange
it, to make it feel like a full band when it’s just the
two of us. We leave space for the two vocals to be
the stars of the show.

How’s that going so far?

Zane: Really really badly!
[everybody laughs]

So it’s horrible? Are you two really suffering

under each other’s intense creative weight?

[more laughter]

Really, I get the impression from your tone

that this tour is a helluva lot of fun!

Zane: It is so fun. It’s like going to the playground
everyday.
Evan: It really is. And you’re right, we do have
hundreds of songs. Every genre and every era.
Zane: From 1920 to 2015. Yeah!
Evan: We’ve covered and we’ve played it! It’s
something we could do for ages, as long as we
want.
Zane: Both of us have full-fledged careers,
multiple creative projects, but we both have
passion for this music. We make time for it
because we love it so much. This is a pet project
that is becoming, potentially, an actual thing.
We’re grateful that people appreciate our music.
Last night, at our Halloween show in San
Francisco, we had an encore, but we didn’t have a
song picked out. Three minutes after the curtain
fell the audience was still stomping their feet. We
ended up ripping out “Creep” by Radiohead.

With chops like that, I can’t really see this as

a casual undertaking.

Zane: Exactly. We call it casual but it’s not. I’m
like, oh, crap.

Evan, how is performing as singer different

than performing as an actor?

Evan: I started in musical theater as a child, so
the two go hand in hand to me. I think that’s why
I can’t help but act out the songs as I sing them,
give emotion to them. It’s not my goal to go on
stage and sing a song perfectly. I want to tell a
story as a song. So there is a theatrical element
that comes with these shows.

Yeah, I noticed some costuming and

dramatic lighting going on in the photos you

guys sent me. 

Evan: We take different characters to each show,
related to that night’s theme. That’s been really
fun, too.
Zane: We both have deep wardrobes to draw
from.

[Evan laughs uproariously]

The more I explore your work together, the

more I come to the conclusion that it’s a sort

of performance art. Discuss.

Evan: Totally!
Zane: I’d absolutely agree with that. The first
show we did, in February of this year, the day after
Valentine’s Day, we did some songs that struck me
as feeling like cabaret. I think performance art is
an appropriate term, not for what we’re trying to
do, but it’s actual. The fact that some of it is
happening at Meow Wolf sort of cements that
idea.

And it’s just you two on tour, no sound guy,

no production staff?

Zane: Yup. I’ve been touring for about 14 years, so
I’m basically like, “we don’t need a sound guy or a
monitor guy.” We both love improvising, that’s
what it comes down to.
Evan: Exactly. We’ve been giving each other one
night of rehearsal for each show, so the
performance itself stays spontaneous.

That makes it even more awesome, more

like an art project.

Zane: That’s the key to making this not feel like
karaoke night or like we’re a cover band.
Evan: It’s like a real jam session. The audience is a
big part of the show. We need the audience to be
with us and for us to feed off of them in a good
way.

How important are good music, good

feelings and positivity—hope—in today’s

cultural environment?

Evan: I feel strongly about that. It’s the reason I
do what I do. I believe in lifting people’s spirits
and going out into the world with hope. For the
psychedelia show, I feel like a lot of those songs
are relevant now, today. I think we need to be
reminded of the voices of the past, what they had
to say, especially given where we are now. That
gives me hope, for sure.a

Evan + Zane at Meow Wolf
Wednesday, Nov. 7 • 7pm

$20 to $40 • Tickets at meowwolf.com

Zane Carney and Evan Rachel Wood COURTESY OF MEOW WOLF
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Compiled by Ashli Mayo. Submit your events at alibi.com/events.

THURSDAY NOV 1
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Austin Van
Country • country • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio •  classical,
flamenco • 5:30pm • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Union Gray • variety • 6pm • $5 • 21+

EFFEX Alchemy • goth, electro, industrial, ’80s • 10pm • FREE •
21+

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Danzig • heavy metal • 6:30pm •
$33 • ALL-AGES!

HOTEL ANDALUZ UNM Jazz Combo • jazz • 8pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD MC Chris • hip-hop • Duel Core • LEX the Lexicon
Artist • 9pm

LEO’S NIGHTCLUB Ryan Chrys and The Rough Cuts • outlaw
country • 9pm

MYKONOS CAFÉ & TAVERNA Hector Pimentel • classical,
flamenco • 5:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY Halfway Decent Karaoke •
7pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY First Thursdays Presents •
Nathan Fox • indie, singer-songwriter, blues • 6pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

SANDBAR BREWERY AND GRILL William Clark Green and
Flatland Calvary • country • 8pm

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Los Radiators • acoustic
folk, rock, blues • 7pm

SISTER Toxic Holocaust • thrash metal • Lord Dying • Torture
Victim • Visions Of Death • 10:30pm

WINNING COFFEE CO. Above Average Open Mic • 7pm • FREE •
15+

FRIDAY NOV 2
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Steve Brown •
variety • 5:30pm • Reverand E and the Vagrants • blues, rock •
8:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental Trio •  classical,
flamenco • 5:30pm • ALL-AGES!

DIRTY BOURBON Union Gray • variety • 6pm • $5 • 21+

HOTEL ANDALUZ Music at the Casbahs • Entourage Jazz • jazz,
big band • 7pm • The Art of Jazz • Tracey Whitney • soul, jazz •
9pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD All Muerte • Concepto Tambor • Afro-Latin, Latin,
world • Y La Bamba • Da Terra Miega • Sol de la Noche • jazz,
fusion • 9pm • $10 • 21+

MONTE VISTA FIRE STATION Ryan Chrys and The Rough Cuts •
outlaw country • 9:30pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Amped Owl Drive • hard rock, classic
rock, party rock, ’80s metal, pop rock • L’uomo Nero • Manhigh •
Sweet Nothin • 8pm • $5

M’TUCCI’S MODERNO ITALIAN RESTAURANT DJ M Martinez •
dance, electronic • 9pm • FREE • 21+

RIO BRAVO BREWING COMPANY Jill Cohn • indie, singer-
songwriter, folk • 6pm • FREE • 18+

RUST IS GOLD COFFEE Pinewoods Hearts • singer-songwriter •
7pm • FREE

SHERATON UPTOWN HOTEL Swag Duo • jazz, blues, Motown •
6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

SISTER Michale Graves • punk • Argyle Goolsby • 9pm •
$10-$13 • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Benny Bassett • acoustic rock • 5pm •
FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Hurdle • folk, country, pop,
rock • 5pm • First Fridays Comedy Contest • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SATURDAY NOV 3
B2B2 BARRIO Shimon King and The B2 Free Agents • jazz •
6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

THE BARLEY ROOM Traveler in Pain • rock, metal • Revolution
Radio • 8:45pm • FREE • 21+

BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM The Blunts •
rock • 5:30pm • Rog Bates Duo • variety • 8:30pm • FREE •
ALL-AGES!

THE COOPERAGE DJ Salsa • salsa • 9:30pm • $5 • 21+

DIRTY BOURBON Union Gray • variety • 6pm • $5 • 21+

DUKE CITY EVENT CENTER Slim 400 • hip-hop • 8pm

HOTEL ANDALUZ Music at the Casbahs • The Gershom
Brothers • pop, rock • 7pm • FREE • 21+

LAUNCHPAD Unicorn Productions Presents Welcome to the
Night Circus • Betti Mae Wiggle • Holly Rebelle • burlesque •
8pm • $10-$20 • 21+

MARBLE BREWERY WESTSIDE TAP ROOM Last Call • swing,
jazz, soul, blues, R&B • 8pm • FREE • 21+

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill The Dirty Liars’ Game • 8pm • $5 •
18+

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Fundraiser for
Nicole Creaturo • DJ Buddhafunk • hip-hop, experimental,
neo-soul • 7pm • FREE • 21+

SANDIAGO’S GRILL AT THE TRAM Bardo • classical guitar •
7pm

SISTER Kommunity FK • post punk, death rock • 9pm

SUNSHINE THEATER Coheed and Cambria • Maps & Atlases •
experimental rock • Thank You Scientist • 8pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Morgan Lindley • singer-songwriter •
5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Casey Mraz • rock, soul,
pop, Latin • 8pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WESTSIDE Kyle Martin Band • country,
rock ’n’ roll, Americana • 6pm • FREE • 21+

SUNDAY NOV 4
CASA DE BENAVIDEZ Hector Pimental • classical, flamenco •
11:30am • ALL-AGES!

DUKE CITY EVENT CENTER Project Pat • rap, Dirty South •
Cheese ’n’ Dope Tour • 7pm • $15

LAUNCHPAD Crushed!? • rock • The Uglys • Tides. • Five Mile
Float • indie • 9pm

O’NIELL’S PUB, Nob Hill Los Radiators • acoustic folk, rock,
blues • 4pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

MONDAY NOV 5
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Scarred Jeffries •
variety • 6:30pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Open Mic Jam Night with Dave and
Friends • 7pm

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open
Mic • 7pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER Mr. Twin Sister • sateen • female vocalists, pop, disco •
8pm • $12 • 21+

TUESDAY NOV 6
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Open Mic with
Rob Roman • 6pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

HISTORIC EL REY THEATER Felly • hip-hop, electronic • Gyyps •
Trip Carter • 7pm • $20 • ALL-AGES!

JAM SPOT Emarosa • post-hardcore • Painting Promises •
Scarless • Go Out in Style • 6pm

LAUNCHPAD Milo • Kenny Segal • electronic • Native Artists
In Action • The Ruby Yacht House Band • 9pm • $5-$10 • 21+

RED DOOR BREWING COMPANY BYOV: Bring Your Own Vinyl •
6pm • FREE • 21+

STEEL BENDER BREWYARD Chris Dracup • acoustic, blues,
funk, soul • 6pm

TRACTOR BREWING CO. Tom Bennett • folk, one man band •
5pm • FREE • 21+

TRACTOR BREWING WELLS PARK Kamikaze Karaoke • 8pm •
FREE • 21+

WEDNESDAY NOV 7
BLUE GRASSHOPPER BREW PUB TAPROOM Chris Ravin •
rock ’n’ roll • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

LAUNCHPAD Silver String Band • Americana, bluegrass, folk •
Gasoline Lollipops • Jesse Dayton • country • Squash Blossom
Boys • 8:30pm • Jesse Dayton • country, Americana • 9pm •
$8 • 21+

LIZARD TAIL BREWING Mello Mood Open Mic • 7pm

MOONLIGHT LOUNGE Shark Suit • variety • Doom Lagoon •
Searching for Summer • Sour Cloud • 9pm

PONDEROSA BREWING COMPANY The Draft Sessions Open
Mic • 7pm • FREE • ALL-AGES!

RED DOOR BREWING DOWNTOWN TAPROOM Casual
Wednesdays Comedy Open Mic • 8pm • FREE • 21+

SISTER REIGHNBEAU • indietronica • Goddex • experimental •
1960SFE • electronic, grime • Lady Uranium • smearwave,
dustpop • 8pm • $5

Receive $10 off your

Purchase of $40 or more!
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Suspiria
Remake of cult horror classic engages in mesmerizing, 

confounding dance of death

Suspiria doesn’t beat around the bush about
its supernatural roots. And its approach to
witchcraft is a matter-of-fact one. This brand of
witchery doesn’t involve pointy hats or spell
books. Instead, it’s a sort of organic mental
power derived from nature, feminine power and
ritual. Dance provides a key source for this final
element. There is quite a bit more dance than
in Argento’s original. Guadagnino stages the
film’s extended interpretive dance sequences as
primal, ceremonial and (in one standout
instance) quite deadly. Johnson proves up to the
task, using her body as an acting tool even more
than she did in the 50 Shades movies. Wisely,
Guadagnino never restages any of Argento’s
famous death sequences, instead weaving his
own elaborately memorable montages of blood
and viscera throughout. 

Despite some truly gruesome goings-on
during Susie’s tenure at the witch-filled Tanz
Academy, much of Suspiria is slow-going.
Although all the major characters and events in
the 1977 script by Argento and collaborator
Daria Nicolodi occur here, Kajganich adds a
number of side steps. A brief introductory
sequence involving a former dance student
(Chloë Grace Moretz) sets up the witchy
mythology quite nicely. There are also a
number of flashbacks to Susie’s childhood—
being raised by a strict Mennonite community
in Ohio. This adds some interesting
background, but it’s hard to tell how essential
this information is. Far more distracting is an
extended perambulation involving an elderly
male psychiatrist (played, for shits and giggles,
by Swinton as well) investigating the academy’s
hidden secrets and reminiscing about the wife
he lost in World War II (original Suspiria star
Jessica Harper in a welcome cameo). It makes
for one too many plotlines in an already
overstuffed, overly long film.

REEL WORLD
BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

Another One Bites the …
Flix Brewhouse (3236 La Orilla Road NW) ) is
celebrating the release of the Freddie Mercury
biopic Bohemian Rhapsody this Thursday night,
Nov. 1. Ticketed guests receive a limited edition
poster and other “surprise goodies” (while
supplies last). Come early and grab a pint of
Rhapsody Bohemian Pilsner, brewed just for the
occasion. You can pair that with—prepare
yourself for this one—the “I’m Just a Po’ Boy
Steak Sandwich.” It’s available only to those
attending the Bohemian Rhapsody screenings.
To secure tickets in advance, go to
flixbrewhouse.com/albuquerque/film-
info/bohemian-rhapsody.

Movie Muertos
On Thursday, Nov. 1 (also known as All Saints
Day) the National Hispanic Cultural Center (1701
Fourth Street SW) celebrates Día de los
Muertos with its final screening of the
Disney/Pixar film Coco. The 2017 computer-
animated hit tells the story of a young Mexican
boy, forbidden by family tradition from becoming
a musician. In order to unlock the mystery of
why, young Miguel takes an extraordinary
journey into the Land of the Dead to uncover his
family’s long-lost secrets. Coco screens in
Spanish with English subtitles. The event starts
at 7pm inside the NHCC’s Bank of America
Theater. Admission is free, but seating is limited.
Tickets can be picked up at the theater box
office starting one hour before showtime.

Submit Down South
Thursday, Nov. 1 marks the final deadline to
submit works to the 4th Annual Las Cruces
International Film Festival. The event is
scheduled to take place Feb. 20 through 24,
2019, at the Allen Theatres Cineport 10 in Las
Cruces. Categories include Narrative Feature,
Documentary Feature, Narrative Short,
Documentary Short, Student Film, Music Video
and Animated Film. Final deadline submission
fees range from $35 (student) to $60 (feature).
To fill out an application and submit your work,
go to
filmfreeway.com/LasCrucesInternationalFilmFes
tival.

Mare 
The Albuquerque Film & Music Experience is
kicking off its annual fundraising efforts with the
Spooktacular Night“mare” at the Museum. What
makes it a Night“mare” and not a “Nightmare” or
even a plain old Nightmare? Guess you’ll have to
go and figure that out yourself. On Saturday,
Nov. 3 the New Mexico Museum of Natural
History & Science is hosting a 30th anniversary
screening of Tim Burton’s 1988 horror comedy
Beetlejuice at its DynaTheater from 7 to 9pm.
Tickets are $10. Attendees are encouraged to
dress as their favorite dead film or music
celebrities (no dead authors, evidently). The top
three costumes will win pairs of passes to AFME
2019. Following the screening is the Night”mare”
at the Museum After Party. Music comes
courtesy of DJ Picazzo Stevens. A cash bar is
located in the museum lobby, and CNM’s Street
Food Institute truck will be parked outside.
Dragon’s House of Horrors provides the
seasonally appropriate decorations. If you are
unable to attend the movie, after party tickets
can be purchased separately for $15 ($20 day of
show). The New Mexico Museum of Natural
History is located at 1801 Mountain Road NW.
For more info go to abqfilmx.com/beetlejuice-
30th-anniversary. a

The original Suspiria went off on a number
of phantasmagorical flights of fancy, ignoring
the traditional logic of narrative storytelling for
the sake of visual shock and awe. The new
Suspiria takes it even further at various points.
Gone is Argento’s disorienting soundtrack from
art rockers Goblin. In its place is a droning,
dirge-like series of compositions from
Radiohead frontman Thom Yorke. Guadagnino
also dumps Argento’s garish slashes of neon red
and blue, replacing them with the grim gray
concrete of wintry Berlin. Absent too are the
eye-boggling Art Nouveau fittings and op art
styling of Argento’s dance school, replaced with
the rigid deco-industrial conformity of
Guadagnino’s reimagined setting. The results
are far less hypnotic than Argento’s. (His
Suspiria is nothing less than an intentional
assault on the senses, both aural and visual.)
But there’s still something darkly mesmerizing
about this new version.

As mentioned earlier, the political struggles
out on the streets of Berlin mirror the power
struggles inside the dance school. Despite their
bloody work, the witches here are not portrayed
as strictly evil. In fact there’s something of a
philosophical division going on between the
old-school menace of the demonic Helena
Markos (Swinton, in a third makeup-heavy
role) and the artsy, feminist, “Pina Bauch meets
Stevie Nicks” style of Madame Blanc. Swinton,
unsurprisingly, is perfectly cast and is given a
much-expanded character to work with.
(Really, who would you want running an avant-
garde dance academy full of immortal witches,
other than Tilda Swinton?) 

Luca Guadagnino, to his credit, hasn’t made
half a movie with Suspiria. This massive
spectacle is more like two and a half movies—
not all of which work. But the one at the very
core works frighteningly well. It’s ravishing,
challenging, dark, erotic, gruesome, punishing
and pretentious all at once. It’s the sort of film
that neatly divides audiences into “didn’t get it”
and “gotta see it again to figure it all out”
camps. In the end it does nothing to replace
Argento’s cult classic. But it’s a
fascinating/frustrating rumination on it,
nonetheless. a

Suspiria
Directed by Luca Guadagnino

Starring Dakota Johnson, Tilda Swinton, Mia Goth,

Chloë Grace Moretz

Rated R

Opens Friday 11/2.

BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

T
here are those who would argue Italian

director Dario Argento’s 1977 shocker

Suspiria is a masterpiece of horror—a

disconcerting, nightmarish, hyper-visual classic

executed by one of the finest practitioners of

genre cinema at the peak of his skill. (I, to be

clear, would be one of those.) So it is with a

heavy amount of trepidation that we approach

the idea of a remake. Remake a bad film or a

heavily dated film with talent and intelligence,

and audiences will praise you. But why, as a

director, would you want to tackle the signature

work of a master filmmaker? Hard to say. You

could ask Gus Van Sant why he decided to

remake Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho. Or you

could sit down and watch Luca Guadagnino’s

Suspiria.
Guadagnino made his mark with arty

European dramas like The Protagonists, I Am
Love, A Bigger Splash and the 2017 Academy
Award-winning film Call Me By Your Name.
Thematically, the supernatural horror of Suspiria
would seem like something of a stretch for
Guadagnino. But, being an Italian, we can only
assume he grew up under the long, dark shadow
of Argento. 

The setting for Suspiria has been moved,
slightly, from Freiburg, Germany to West
Berlin. Interestingly, it keeps the timeframe of
the original. Set in 1977, the film exploits the
real-life tension of the era. Screenwriter David
Kajganich (writer-producer on Guadagnino’s A
Bigger Splash and writer-producer for AMC’s
historical horror series “The Terror”) sets the
action against the terroristic actions of the far-
left Baader-Meinhof Group (aka The Red Army
Faction). It’s a decision that both grounds the
film in a historical reality and mirrors the
political struggle within the film. Setting the
film in a volatile and divided Berlin adds quite a
lot to the film’s tension. Aside from the
backdrop and a few tangential storyline
additions, however, Guadagnino and
Kajganich’s Suspiria sticks surprisingly close to
the original (which was itself inspired by
Thomas De Quincey’s 1845 essay collection
Suspiria de Profundis).

To Berlin’s iconic Tanz Academy comes
ingenuous American Susie Bannion (Dakota
Johnson, looking all of 19 or 20). The young
phenom has come to study modern dance from
the legendary choreographer Madame Blanc
(Tilda Swinton), a high-minded disciple of the
academy’s founder, the mysterious Helena
Markos. It’s not long, though, before we come
to realize that the Tanz Academy is run by a
coven of immortal witches, looking for just the
right student to sacrifice in order to revive their
founder, who is allegedly a several-thousand-
year-old demon known as the Mother of Sighs.

“Dancing With the Stars” has gotten weird lately.
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THE WEEK IN

SLOTH

American political scandal so fa-
mous that every political scandal
since then has been obliged to shoe-
horn in the word “gate.”

SATURDAY 3
Christmas Joy (Hallmark 6pm) A no-

nonsense DC market researcher on
the edge of a big promotion is called
back to her quaint North Carolina
hometown to help her aunt recover
from surgery. While there, she volun-
teers to take her aunt’s place in the
town’s legendary cookie-baking com-
petition where she’s paired up with
her old high school crush and …
Look, if you think I’m summarizing
every damn one of these Christmas
rom-coms on Hallmark, you’ve go an-
other thing coming.

“Chad Loves Michelle” (OWN 7pm)
Not enough, evidently. Pastor Chad
Johnson and Destiny’s Child singer
Michelle Williams called off their en-
gagement a week before their reality
show was set to air.

“Shut Up and Dribble” (Showtime
7pm) LeBron James turns pundit
Laura Ingraham’s famous insult into
a three-part documentary about the
history of the NBA and its athlete’s
lives off the court.

SUNDAY 4
“Snatches: Moments From Women’s

Lives” (BBC America 7am) To mark
the 100th anniversary of women get-
ting the vote in England, the BBC has
commissioned this special collection
of short films featuring an all-female
lineup of actors and writers. … Still a
little surprised they got away with
that title, though.

“Mickey’s 90th Spectacular”
(KOAT-7 7pm) Actor Skylar
Astin (Pitch Perfect), actress
Anna Camp (also Pitch Per-
fect), singer Kelsea Ballerini,
actor Miles Brown (“Black-ish”),
sportscaster Sage Steele
(ESPN’s “SportsCenter”) and
YouTube singing sensation Tori
Kelly (all of whom have proba-
bly heard of Mickey Mouse) join
Disney to celebrate their icon’s
90th birthday.

MONDAY 5
John Leguizamo’s Latin History

for Morons (Netflix streaming
anytime) Way to not sugarcoat
it, Netflix.

TUESDAY 6
“The Vote: America’s

Future”/“ABC News 2018
Midterm Election”/ “CBS
News: Campaign 2018” (KOB-
4/KOAT-7/KRQE-13 7pm)
Hold on to your couches; it’s
gonna be a bumpy night.

WEDNESDAY 7
“Clique” (Pop 11pm) From the

creators of the British drama
“Skins” comes this six-part
drama about a group of young
women who intern at a corpora-
tion led by their economics pro-
fessor. After witnessing the
underbelly of lavish parties,
drug use, sex, betrayal and self-
harm, some begin to suspect “a
darkness lurking behind the
corrupt corporation.” a

THURSDAY 1
“Angela’s Christmas” (Netflix

streaming anytime) Frank Mc-
Court, who wrote the Pulitzer Prize-
winning Angela’s Ashes, turns his
dispiriting memoir of poverty, alco-
holism, childhood disease and de-
bilitating depression—into an
animated kid’s tale for Christmas!
… No, really. 

“People Magazine: Sexiest Chef
Alive” (Food Network 6pm) But
can they cook?

FRIDAY 2
“Homecoming” (Amazon streaming

anytime) Eli Horowitz and Micah
Bloomberg adapt their own fictional
podcast about a caseworker help-
ing soldiers transition to civilian life
who quits her job and goes to work
as a waitress, only to face some
hard questions from the Depart-
ment of Defense. Sam Esmail (“Mr.
Robot”) directs and executive pro-
duces this psychological thriller,
while Julia Roberts takes over the
lead role from voice actress Cather-
ine Keener. 

“Watergate” (History 7pm) History
Channel hosts a three-night docu-
mentary event, digging into an

Witching Hour
“Chilling Adventures of Sabrina” on Netflix

S
ince their 1941 introduction in comic book
form, Archie and the rest of the Riverdale
gang have proved surprisingly mutable. In

2015 the entire line of comics was revamped,
modernizing the art and writing style. In 2017
The CW debuted “Riverdale,” its mature, revi-
sionist version of the venerable comics. Now Net-
flix is airing its dark and bloody spinoff series
“Chilling Adventures of Sabrina.”

Introduced to comic-reading audiences in
1962, Sabrina is probably best known for her live-
action sitcom incarnation. The family-oriented
“Sabrina the Teenage Witch” ran on ABC from
1996 to 2003 with Melissa Joan Hart in the title
role. Though “Chilling Adventures of Sabrina”
borrows a few tropes from that long-running sit-
com, it takes more inspiration from the somewhat
grisly Archie Comics revamp of the same name.

“Chilling Adventures” pays tribute to its
comic book roots with its bright colors and
graphic visuals. The show includes occasional
jokes and a few campy, self-referential elements,
but takes itself mostly seriously. Fans of “Buffy the
Vampire Slayer” will feel right at home. The
show starts by introducing audiences to 15-year-
old Sabrina Spellman (Kiernan Shipka from
“Mad Men,” getting a well-earned spotlight).
Sabrina is being raised in small-town Greendale
in a creepy old mortuary run by her aunts, Hilda
and Zelda (Brits Lucy Davis from Wonder Woman

and Miranda Otto from the Lord of the
Rings films). All of the Spellman family
are witches, and dedicated black magic
practitioners Hilda and Zelda are ea-
gerly awaiting Sabrina’s 16th birthday,
when she will become a full-fledged
bride of Satan.

But Sabrina is starting to have
doubts about selling her soul to
the Big Red Source of All Evil.

For starters, she’s only half witch (her mother was
a mortal). Also, she’s dating a nice human boy
named Harvey (Ross Lynch of Disney Channel’s
“Austin & Ally”). She doesn’t want to give it all
up to follow the Church of Night’s dark teach-
ings. This indecisive stance ticks off the Prince of
Darkness, who sends one of his minions
(Michelle Gomez—Missy from “Doctor Who,”
having a lot of fun) to steer Sabrina in the right
(wrong?) direction. This coming-of-age search for
purpose and identity drives the first 10-episode
season of “Sabrina.” 

Satanic rituals, witch covens and murderous
demons aside, “Sabrina” is surprisingly progressive
and inclusive—addressing hot button topics like
racism, bullying and the LGBT community. Sab-
rina’s cousin (Chance Perdomo) is gay, while her
best friend is trans (played, refreshingly, by non
gender-binary actor Lachlan Watson). The over-
all theme of the show, in fact, seems to be a rejec-
tion of fundamentalist religious thinking. In this
case, the religion happens to be Satanism, but
still. Occasionally, the show’s writers get a little
preachy in their messaging, but it doesn’t bog
down the show’s overall sense of horrifying fun. 

The overarching, non-episodic storyline does
encourage binge-watching, but it’s probably a bit
too much plot-juggling for a show about teenage
witches. By the time Sabrina ends up in a secret
magical boarding school fighting off snobby

witches and warlocks who denigrate her “half-
breed” orphan roots, “Chilling Adventures

of Sabrina” ventures dangerously close to
Harry Potter territory. Still—with the fre-
quent bloodletting, hints of sexual activity
and wall-to-wall demonic shenanigans—
it’s clear this is not your grandparents’

Sabrina. a
Season 1 of “Chilling Adventures of 
Sabrina” is available now on Netflix.

FILM | CAPSULES BY DEVIN D. O’LEARY

NEW
20th Annual Animation Show of Shows
This year's animated outing assembles 15 thought-
provoking, poignant and very funny cartoons from
around the globe. Computer animation, stop-motion
claymation and traditional hand-drawn animations
from France, Germany, Brazil, the Netherlands, Ar-
gentina, Canada and the US are featured. 98 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 11/6 at Guild
Cinema)

Beautiful Boy
This tender and highly personal biographical drama is
based on a pair of best-selling memoirs from father
and son David and Nic Sheff. It chronicles the heart-
breaking and ultimately inspiring experience of sur-
vival, relapse and recovery in a family coping with
their teenage son's drug addiction. Steve Carell, Amy
Ryan (both from "The Office") and Timothée Chalamet
(Call Me By Your Name) star. 120 minutes. R. (Opens
Thursday 11/1 at Century Rio, Cottonwood Stadium
16, High Ridge)

Bill Nye's Global Meltdown
Billy Nye and Arnold Schwarzenegger star in this un-
orthodox, amusing and educational documentary
from National Geographic which looks at the Earth's
warming temperature through the prism of the five
stages of grief: denial, anger, bargaining, depression
and acceptance. Dr. Zachary Sharp, a Distinguished
Professor in the Earth & Planetary Sciences Depart-
ment at UNM, will host a community discussion
about climate change after the film. This event is free
and open to the public. 45 minutes. Unrated. (Opens
Saturday 11/3 at Guild Cinema)

Bohemian Rhapsody
Rami Malek ("Mr. Robot") takes on the task of em-
bodying theatrical rock icon Freddie Mercury in this
entertaining but uncomplicated musical biopic chron-
icling the years leading up to Queen's legendary ap-
pearance at the Live Aid concert. Bryan Singer (The
Usual Suspects, X-Men) directs. 134 minutes. PG-13.
(Opens Thursday 11/1 at Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Great Buster
Celebrated silent film comedian Buster Keaton is the
subject of this essential film industry documentary.
Packed with clips from beautifully restored archival
Keaton shorts and helmed by movie great Peter Bog-
donovich, this comedy-filled recap traces Keaton from
his beginnings in vaudeville to his career-high years of
writing, directing, producing and starring in his own
features. Along the way admirers like Mel Brooks,
Quentin Tarantino, Werner Herzog, Dick van Dyke and
Johnny Knoxville are on hand to discuss Keaton's in-
fluence on moviemaking and comedy. 102 minutes.
Unrated. (Opens Friday 11/2 at Guild Cinema)

Nobody's Fool
The now ubiquitous Tiffany Haddish (Girls Trip, Uncle
Drew, Night School, The Oath, "The Last O.G.") stars in
this comedy-drama for director/name brand Tyler
Perry. The story involves a women who is released
from jail and reunites with her sister. She soon discov-
ers, however, that her sister is in an online relationship
with a man who may not be what he seems—so she
uses her criminal background to catch the cad. 110
minutes. R. (Opens Thursday 11/1 at Century 14
Downtown, Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix
Brewhouse, Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho
Premiere Cinema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Nutcracker and the Four Realms
No one who has ever sat through a performance of
The Nutcracker has done so for the slim-to-nonexis-
tent story (something about a little girl opening
Christmas presents, a dancing nutcracker who's really
a prince, a bunch of evil mice and a Sugar Plum
Fairy). Here, Disney tries to amp up the fantasy to Oz
The Great and Powerful levels. This involves lots and
lots and lots of computer animation. Mackenzie Foy
(The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn) stars. Helen Mir-
ren, Kiera Knightley and Morgan Freeman are in there
somewhere too, wearing crazy wigs. 99 minutes. PG.
(Opens Thursday 11/1 at Century 14 Downtown,
Century Rio, AMC Albuquerque 12, Flix Brewhouse,
Icon Cinemas Albuquerque, Rio Rancho Premiere Cin-
ema, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

Sarkar
A rich, successful businessman (Joseph Vijay, Thup-
pakki) returns to rural India to vote in an important
election (also to dance and kung fu fight bad guys).
When he finds out a ballot has already been regis-
tered in his name, our corporate hero is thrust into
conflict with some corrupt local politicians. In Tamil

with English subtitles. 163 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Mon-
day 11/5 at Century Rio)

Support the Girls
Regina Hall (Scary Movie, Think Like a Man, Girls Trip) stars
in this big-hearted comedy as the unlikely (and quite
motherly) general manager of a Hooters-esque sports bar.
She looks over her staff, nurturing and protecting them.
Over the course of one trying day, however, her optimism is
tested. Andrew Bujalski (Computer Chess) directs. 91 min-
utes. Unrated. (Opens Tuesday 11/6 at Guild Cinema)

Suspiria
Reviewed this issue. 152 minutes. R. (Opens Thursday
11/1 at Century Rio, High Ridge)

Tea with the Dames
Maggie Smith, Judi Dench, Eileen Atkins and Joan
Plowright—the grand dames of British acting—sit down to-
gether during a weekend in the country to talk about art
and aging, friendship and love and a life lived in the spot-
light. Filled with sharp English wit and whip-smart insights,
this is like the dinner party you always wished you could be
invited to. 81 minutes. Unrated. (Opens Friday 11/2 at
Guild Cinema)

RETURNING
2001: A Space Odyssey
Stanley Kubrick's psychedelic sci-fi film from 1968 comes
back to where it belongs—the big screen. This digitally re-
mastered version—hitting theaters for its 50th anniver-
sary—is the best way to experience Kubrick's stunning
cinematic version of Arthur C. Clarke's classic tale. Though
special effects technology has surpassed some of the
film's wonder, its eerie sense of outer space perspective
has never been matched. Plus, the murderous computer
HAL is one of the best screen villains ever conceived. 149
minutes. G. (Icon Cinemas Albuquerque)

Defending Your Life
Albert Brooks writes, directs and stars in this inventive
1991 comedy about a recently deceased advertising exec-
utive stuck in a purgatory (which has bowling alleys, at
least). There, everyone's life on Earth is dissected in a
courtroom setting before their souls can pass on to the af-
terlife. There, our protagonist meets and falls in love with
the perfect woman (Meryl Streep)—only to fear that she
may be going to a much better afterlife than him. Part of
the second annual Before I Die NM Fest. For more info go
to beforeidienm.com. 112 minutes. PG. (Guild Cinema)

Dragon Ball Z: Saiyan Double Feature
For the first time in America, fully remastered English dubs
of the 1990 TV special "Bardock—The Father of Goku" and
the 1995 film "Fusion Reborn" get the big-screen treat-
ment. The first, 48-minute story takes place 12 years be-
fore the events of the "Emperor Pilaf" saga (a fact which
will no doubt mean something to "Dragon Ball" fans). The
second, 52-minute tale finds Goku, Gohan and pals fight-
ing off an army of undead past villains (including, weirdly,
Adolph Hitler). 105 minutes. PG. (Century Rio, Century 14
Downtown, Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The Insult
After a heated emotional exchange between a Lebanese
Christian and a Palestinian refugee escalates, the two
hardheaded men end up in a court case that captures na-
tional attention. This classically acted and directed court-
room thriller was Lebanon's official submission for the
"Best Foreign Language Film" category and became the
country's first Oscar-nominated film (before losing out to
Chile's A Fantastic Woman). In Arabic with English subti-
tles. 102 minutes. R. (SUB Theater)

Mamma Mia!
The 2008 musical using ABBA songs shimmies its way to
the silver screen for its 10th anniversary. Meryl Streep
plays Donna, a former pop star whose daughter wants to
know who her real daddy is. So she invites three of mom's
former bed buddies to her wedding. Mamma Mia!, indeed.
Charming romantic shenanigans—involving Colin Firth and
Pierce Brosnan—ensue. Reviewed in v17 i30. 108 min-
utes. PG-13. (Cottonwood Stadium 16)

The White Orchid
Made in 1954, this B-grade adventure drama promised
viewers a "captive blonde goddess of a lost jungle city."
Hot times! In it, a reporter (William Lundigan) and a pho-
tographer (Peggie Castle) end up on the hunt for a lost civ-
ilization in the heart of Mexico. There's a love triangle
involving a plantation owner, a bunch of spear-wielding
tribesmen and a human sacrifice atop a great stone pyra-
mid. It was actually shot on location in Veracruz, Mexico,
and at the Aztec Ruins National Monument in Aztec, N.M.
81 minutes. Unrated. (Icon Cinemas Albuquerque) a

Check alibi.com for 

complete films and times.
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One-Way Ticket to
Palookaville

Insights materialize at Purlife
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a raw wire—misanthropic and in the need of a
pick-me-up. Yes.

Somewhere around Montgomery and San
Mateo, I realized my error. A person looked

right at me and stepped out in front of
the car. I stomped the brake pedal,
thought about honking the horn. We
made eye contact. He pinched his
face and mouthed “Sorry.”

I told my wife about it as I
dumped two plump and glittering
buds of the aforementioned

Clementine #8 (THC: 23%,
CBD: 0.08%—$12/gram)
onto my tray. “So you were

in a bad mood already,” she
said. I felt like she was missing the
point. It had been an angry shit.

“Whatever. He was a beautiful
person. I should’ve grabbed his number.” I
took a big whiff of broken up flower. It was
sticky, covered in trichomes and smelled like
fresh citrus. I thanked Xenu and stuffed it into
the pipe. “I should’ve grabbed a handful of his
number.” I hit it and blew out immediately
like a cigarette, not thinking to taste anything.
She watched me over an open newspaper.

I stabbed the remote and turned on a
cartoon (cheap eye candy again) and took a
bigger hit. “I don’t know. Maybe he was just
high, or something. This tastes alright,” I said.
I settled into the couch and she kept watching
from a chair. I could already feel the smoke
working its magic. My heart slowed and my
chakras spun like plates. Two more quick hits
and I was glad I hadn’t said anything rude back
at the dispensary. My wife had gone back to
the paper and the first act of a garish cartoon
was well on its way. I paid more attention to
what I was smoking. It was smooth but
peppery. Each hit made me feel a little sillier
about myself. The cartoon made a Brando
reference to an audience of clueless children
(and me, I suppose). I let my tongue slide to
the back of my throat. “I could have been a
contender,” I said. Even the dog ignored me. 

I broke up some Girl Scout Yeti (THC: 30%,
CBD: <1%—$14/gram). It stuck to my fingers
and the powerful fragrance reminded me of the
forest, and chocolate. “I could have had class,”
I said a little louder. I took a deep drag. It
tasted of lawn clippings and summertime. As I
held the smoke in I realized I was yelling
louder than the guy at the store. a

Purlife

9800 Montgomery Blvd NE, Ste. 9

433-2672

Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-6pm, Sat-Sun 10am-4pm

First-time Freebies: Yes

B
ack at my apartment, I railed about the

patient who’d been ahead of me in line at

Purlife. I yanked at my tie and cussed

God—cussed everybody. He’d been a

little too jovial. My chakras were

thoroughly irritated. “They’re

humming,” I told my wife, “buzzing

like saws.” I don’t really know what

a chakra is and she damn well

knows it. 
“So I’d just finished paying for

my order when this guy yells from
across the room: ‘You like
chocolate?’ It was like the start
of a bad joke.” 

“Yeah man, of course I like
chocolate,” I’d answered and
walked over. They had a bowl filled
with Halloween candy, as people will. He was
waving toward it and reached in with two
hands I cupped mine and he dumped more
than a dozen little candy bars into my paws.
“Dude. What? No,” I said. “Just one. Just one.”
I dropped all but a Milky Way back in.

He laughed and the room rattled. “I heard
smart people always grab a handful.” He
stomped to the cash register still laughing and
asked the budtender about some strain or the
other. I meandered to a corner out of his line
of vision and stared raptly at the color-
changing light display on the wall. I was
applying what he’d said to a number of
inappropriate situations in my head. More bad
jokes were tuning up.

“He sounds funny,” my wife said. “I’d have
taken all that candy.” My jacket was on a
doorknob. The dog sniffed at my discarded
shirt as it slouched in a corner of the living
room floor, trying not to look rejected. I said
something unprintable and fumbled into the
bathroom.

I was sitting on the toilet when I realized I
was still clutching the paper bag from Purlife.
I’d driven for ages down Montgomery, which
had been Montaño, which was going to be
something else, probably. I specifically picked
it out because I wanted some Clementine. Not
only is it one of those strains that knows how
to weasel into the folds of my brain and make
me smile, it was also coming from a dispensary
famous—in my mind—for its mesmerizing
colored LED display behind the counter. I’m
basically about two IQ points shy of a bonobo,
and cheap attempt to grab my attention with
loud rainbows is bound to work.

Get this: In my immortal wisdom, I decided
to drive down one of the stupidest roads in
Albuquerque at 4pm because I was feeling like
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FREE WILL ASTROLOGY | HOROSCOPES BY ROB BREZSNY

ARIES (March 21-April 19): You have officially
arrived at the heart of the most therapeutic phase of
your cycle. Congratulations! It’s an excellent time to fix
what’s wrong, hurt or distorted. You will attract more
help than you can imagine if you summon an
aggressive approach toward finding antidotes and
cures. A good way to set the tone for your aggressive
determination to feel better is to heed this advice from
poet Maya Angelou: “Take a day to heal from the lies
you’ve told yourself and the ones that have been told
to you.”

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): U2’s singer Bono,
born under the sign of Taurus, says that all of us suffer
from the sense that something’s missing from our lives.
We imagine that we lack an essential quality or
experience, and its absence makes us feel sad and
insufficient. French philosopher Blaise Pascal referred
to this emptiness as “a God-shaped hole.” Bono adds
that “you can never completely fill that hole,” but you
may find partial fixes through love and sex, creative
expression, family, meaningful work, parenting,
activism and spiritual devotion. I bring this to your
attention, Taurus, because I have a strong suspicion
that in the coming weeks you will have more power to
fill your God-shaped hole than you’ve had in a long
time.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): “Most of our desires are
clichés, right? Ready to wear, one size fits all. I doubt if
it’s even possible to have an original desire anymore.”
So says a character in Gemini author Tobias Wolff’s
short story “Sanity.” Your assignment in the coming
weeks, Gemini, is to refute and rebel against this
notion. The cosmic rhythms will work in your favor to
the degree that you cultivate innovative yearnings and
unique urges. I hope you’ll make it your goal to have
the experiences necessary to stir up an outbreak of
original desires.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): If you’re a typical
member of the Cancerian tribe, you’re skilled at
responding constructively when things go wrong. Your
intelligence rises up hot and strong when you get sick
or rejected or burned. But if you’re a classic Crab, you
have less savvy in dealing with triumphs. You may
sputter when faced with splashy joy, smart praise or
lucky breaks. But everything I just said is meant to be a
challenge, not a curse. One of the best reasons to
study astrology is to be aware of the potential
shortcomings of your sign so you can outwit and
overcome them. That’s why I think that eventually
you’ll evolve to the point where you won’t be a bit
flustered when blessings arrive. And the immediate
future will bring you excellent opportunities to upgrade
your response to good fortune.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): “Each of us needs
something of an island in her life,” said poet John
Keats. “If not an actual island, at least some place, or
space in time, in which to be herself, free to cultivate
her differences from others.” According to my reading
of the astrological omens, Leo, you’ll be wise to spend
extra time on your own island in the next two weeks.
Solitude is unlikely to breed unpleasant loneliness, but
will instead inspire creative power and evoke inner
strength. If you don’t have an island yet, go in search!
(P.S.: I translated Keats’ pronouns into the feminine
gender.)

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): I’m rooting for you to
engage in experimental intimacy, Virgo. I hope you’ll
have an affinity for sweet blends and incandescent
mixtures and arousing juxtapositions. To get in the
right mood for this playful work, you could read love
poetry and listen to uplifting songs that potentize your
urge to merge. Here are a few lyrical passages to get
you warmed up. 1) “Your flesh quivers against mine like
moonlight on the sea.” —Julio Cortázar 2) “When she
smiles like that she is as beautiful as all my secrets.” —
Anne Carson 3) “My soul is alight with your infinitude
of stars … The flowers of your garden blossom in my
body.” —Rabindranath Tagore 4) “I can only find you
by looking deeper, that’s how love leads us into the
world.” —Anne Michaels

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Of course I want you to
have more money. I’d love for you to buy experiences
that expand your mind, deepen your emotional
intelligence and foster your ability to create inspiring
forms of togetherness. My soul would celebrate if you
got access to new wealth that enabled you to go in
quest of spiritual fun and educational adventures. On
the other hand, I wouldn’t be thrilled about you
spending extra cash on trivial desires or fancy junk you
don’t really need. Here’s why I feel this way: to the
extent that you seek more money to pursue your most
righteous cravings, you’re likely to get more money.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): “Penetralia” is a word
that means the innermost or most private parts, the
most secret and mysterious places. It’s derived from the
same Latin term that evolved into the word “penetrate.”
You Scorpios are of course the zodiac’s masters of
penetralia. More than any other sign, you’re likely to
know where the penetralia are, as well as how to get to
them and what to do when you get to them. I suspect
that this tricky skill will come in extra handy during the
coming weeks. I bet your intimate adeptness with
penetralia will bring you power, fun and knowledge.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Sagittarian poet
Rainer Maria Rilke suggested that we cultivate an
alertness for the ever-present possibility of germination
and gestation. On a regular basis, he advised, we should
send probes down into the darkness, into our
unconscious minds, to explore for early signs of
awakening. And when we discover the forces of renewal
stirring there in the depths, we should be humble and
reverent toward them, understanding that they are as-
yet beyond the reach of our ability to understand. We
shouldn’t seek to explain and define them at first, but
simply devote ourselves to nurturing them. Everything I
just said is your top assignment in the coming weeks.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You’re in a phase of
your cycle when your influence is at a peak. People are
more receptive than usual to your ideas and more likely
to want the same things you do. Given these conditions,
I think the best information I can offer you is the
following meditation by Capricorn activist Martin Luther
King Jr. “Power without love is reckless and abusive, and
love without power is sentimental and anemic. Power at
its best is love implementing the demands of justice, and
justice at its best is power correcting everything that
stands against love.”

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Aquarian
environmentalist Edward Abbey spent much of his life
rambling around in the great outdoors. He was an
emancipated spirit who regarded the natural world as
the only church he needed. In an eruption of ecstatic
appreciation, he once testified that “Life is a joyous
dance through daffodils beneath cerulean blue skies and
then, then what? I forget what happens next.” And yet
the truth is, Abbey was more than a wild-hearted
Dionysian explorer in the wilderness. He found the
discipline and diligence to write 23 books! I mention this,
Aquarius, because now is a perfect time for you to be
like the disciplined and diligent and productive version of
Abbey.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): For renowned Piscean
visual artist Anne Truitt (1921–2004), creating her
work was high adventure. She testified that artists like
her had “to catapult themselves wholly, without holding
back one bit, into a course of action without having any
idea where they will end up. They are like riders who
gallop into the night, eagerly leaning on their horse’s
neck, peering into a blinding rain.” Whether or not you’re
an artist, Pisces, I suspect your life in the coming weeks
may feel like the process she described. And that’s a
good thing! A fun thing! Enjoy your ride. a

HOMEWORK: WHAT GIFTS AND BLESSINGS DO YOU
WANT? EXPRESS YOUR OUTRAGEOUS DEMANDS AND

HUMBLE REQUESTS. FREEWILLASTROLOGY.COM. 

Go to realastrology.com to check out Rob Brezsny’s expanded
weekly audio horoscopes and daily text message horoscopes. The
audio horoscopes are also available by phone at (877) 873-4888 or
(900) 950-7700.
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Legal Services

START BANKRUTPCY FOR $0.
Lawyer Advertisement. Stop
Wage Garnishment | Eliminate
Your Debts | 100% Free
Consultation – Hurry |
McCookLawFirm.com | (505)
600-2550

Home Services

SWIM PARTNER WITH UR CAR
Could you swim with me? Long
term Mondays 3pm to 6pm, get
paid $14.60, your car. 14 more
hrs possible. Contact by email
only: goingfox8@gmail.com for
more information.

Buy/Sell/Trade

w
BUYING DIABETIC TEST
STRIPS FOR $CASH$ &

FREE PICK-UP! Highest CASH
Prices Paid In NM For Your
Diabetic Test Strips And FREE
Pick-UP! Help Others(Those
Without Insurance) & Make
Money Too! Call: 505-203-
6806

Arts & Crafts

ARTSTIC.COM Profiles, blogs,
and classifieds for artists. Over
65,000 members. 

Events

STARGATE COSMOS EXPO
October 25-28,2018-808-
214-3442-Ramada
Albuquerque Midtown
www.stargatetothecosmos.org

Studies

SECONDHAND SMOKE STUDY
The UNM College of Pharmacy
is recruiting non-smokers
currently exposed to
secondhand smoke, 19-50
years old, for a study on a new
risk factor for heart disease.
Two visits (0.5 AND 1 hr) are
needed. You will be
compensated for your time.
Call Meera Shah 505-272-
0578. HRRC #15-033

BACK PAIN STUDY We are
seeking adults with chronic
low back pain. Participants
can earn a $40 gift card for
participation during a single
visit to UNM. Inquire @
rebrand.ly/unm70 or (505)
226-4505

Legal

HEALTH/PERSONALS/MISCE
LLANEOUS: If you or a loved
one were diagnosed with
ovarian cancer after use of
TALC products such as Baby
Powder or Shower to Shower,
you may be entitled to
compensation. Contact
Charles H. Johnson 1-800-
535-5727 

Classified
Place your ad: alibi.com

classifieds@alibi.com

(505) 346-0660 ext 223

Employment

Real Estate

Licensed Massage

w
AUTHENTIC TANTRA
MASSAGE Give yourself

the beautiful gift of authentic
Tantra massage and teaching.

I am a Certified Tantra
Educator, Professional
Massage Therapist,
Relationship Coach and Reiki
Healer. Please call me for
detailed information and

Apartments for Rent

FULLY FURNISHED
STUDIOS!!! Cable & Utilities
Included. Low rates. FREE
REWARDS PROGRAM! 505-
225-1216

FURNISHED STUDIO APTS.
Low monthly/weekly rates.
Free utilities. No credit check.
505-225-2673

MOVE IN TODAY! Furnished
Studio Apts w/ all utilities and
cable FREE, No credit check.
Call now 505-226-6932

Employment

ENGINEER II
(ALBUQUERQUE, NM)
Chavez-Grieves Consulting
Engineers, Inc.
Responsibilities: Perform full
gravity and partial lateral
design and analysis of
various buildings and
structures. Requirements: BS
in Civil Engineering; 2 years
work experience as a
structural engineer working
to design buildings; valid
Engineering Intern
Certification; 1 year
experience using SDS2
software to provide Building
Info Modeling (BIM)
coordination and shop
drawing review; 2 years

experience using Autodesk Revit
to create 3D building models for
coordination and the generation
of 2-D construction docs; 2
years experience using RAM
Structural Systems to perform
structural analysis and design of
building components. Email
resumes to apply@cg-engrs.com.

BRICKYARD PIZZA HIRING!
Now hiring all positions! Submit
an application at
www.bypabq.com or drop off
resume at 2216 Central SE,
87106.

CAREER FAIR ONYX CAREER
FAIR November 7th, 2018 from
9am to 4pm at: 211 Montano
Rd NW Ste- H,Alb, NM 87107.
Entry level and experienced
positions available include

Body & Soul

Support Staff, Support Leads
and Healthcare Coordinators. A
wide variety of shifts are
offered. For further information
please contact Kim at
(505)341-9020. 

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH TECH
Desert Hills 5310 Sequoia Rd
NW Albuquerque, NM 87120,
USA Behavioral Health
Technician. Full-time- nights,
evenings and weekend shifts
available. No experience
necessary but preferred. Two
week paid training and signing
bonus. Minimum requirement
High School/GED. Must pass a
physical test, criminal
background and drug
screening. Apply online at
https://www.deserthills-
nm.com/about/careers/ 

Opportunities

CARGO VAN FOR HIRE fully
insured. references on request.
Greg 867-5945.

w
EASY MONEY You need
1. a cell phone, 2. to be

FED UP WITH ROBO-CALLS and
3. learn how to identify
telemarketers. For more info
www.call-childress.com 505-
433-9823 I SUE
TELEMARKETERS 

YOU WILL GET  RESULTS when
you place your classified ad in the
Weekly Alibi. Call 346-0660 ext.
221  today!

THE WEEKLY ALIBI
CLASSIFIEDS are a great deal!
Call 346-0660 ext. 221.

Metaphysical

TAROT/ORACLE READINGS
$45 1st visit if you mention
Alibi. Tammy 505.203.2674

scheduling. Namaste,Julianne
505 920 3083 LMT #2788

DOWNTOWN FOOT & BODY
MASSAGE 508 Central SW,
505-730-9552. LMT #5694  

Misc Property

Northeast

w
EVENT SPACE ZIA
BALLROOM Starting

November 1 to 30, 2018, we

will offer our Zia Ballroom with
dance floor for a special rate
of $625.00 plus tax for single
day or evening use.505-271-
1000 ask for Al or Sheri.
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by Matt Jones

Across

1 Take in or on

6 Speed trap device

11 May follower, sometimes

14 Car wash machine

15 Napoleon’s punishment

16 Bed-In for Peace
participant

17 Start of a quote from Larry
J. Sabato

20 ___ of iniquity

21 Rust, for instance

22 ___ Stix (powdered candy)

23 “Ain’t No Mountain High
Enough,” e.g.

24 Indigenous Peoples’ Day
mo.

26 They’re supposedly
thwarted by captchas

29 List that may be laminated

31 ___ in “elephant”

34 “And while ___ the subject
...”

35 Shady political operative

36 “The Ballad of Peter
Pumpkinhead” band

37 Middle of the quote

41 Pompousness

42 Greek column style

43 Elvis’s middle name, on
his birth certificate

44 “Baker Street” instrument

45 Gets a look at

46 Corn husk contents

48 “Uh-huh”

49 Is down with the sickness,
maybe

50 “Be kind to animals” org.

53 Braking method in skating
that forms a letter shape

55 “Just ___ suspected!”

58 End of the quote

62 Mode or carte preceder

63 Fundamental principle

64 Wheel shafts

65 Animator Avery

66 Where ballots get stuffed

67 “Law & Order” actor
Jeremy

Down

1 Blown away
2 “Take Five” pianist Brubeck
3 Farm team
4 Part of ppm
5 Audition
6 Started anew, as a candle
7 Canceled
8 Dungeons & Dragons
equipment
9 Key below X, on some
keyboards
10 Camping gear retailer
11 “Both Sides Now” singer
Mitchell
12 Alternative to Windows
13 Apt to pry
18 Former partners
19 Vote (for)
23 Not half-baked?
24 Lacking height and depth,
for short
25 Sidewalk edge
26 Lyft transactions, e.g.
27 Symbol of resistance?
28 Injection also used for
migraines
29 Small versions,
sometimes
30 CEO, e.g.

31 Movie crowd member
32 “The Road to Mecca”
playwright Fugard
33 Play fragment
35 “OK, whatever”
38 “___ to vote, sir!”
(palindrome mentioned in
Weird Al’s “Bob”)
39 Bar Bart barrages with
crank calls
40 Thanksgiving side dish
46 Uruguayan uncles
47 27-Down counterparts
48 Talk endlessly
49 Supercollider particles
50 Slight fight
51 Former Minister of Sport
of Brazil
52 Cajole
53 Candy bar now sold with
“left” and “right” varieties
54 Espadrille, for one
55 Belt-hole makers
56 Bird feeder block
57 ___ facto
59 Study space?
60 Endo’s opposite
61 ___Clean (product once
pitched by Billy Mays)
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“Mark the Ballot”— just do it.BY RYAN NORTH
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